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26.

On July

recordingiFl of

18, 1973 Cox wrote

conversations

to Buzhardt

requesting

between the President

and various

staff and others whose conduct was under investigation
the alleged
were muted.a1

cove r-up of the Watergate
and Lmport ant; evidence

break-in.

eight

White HOt1s~

in connection

Cox stated

.in an investigation

tape

that

with

the tapes

of serious

cr:l.mina1.mifJconduct~

--_._-------26.1

!,ettel·

from Archibald

.July 18, 1973 (received
Prosecution

Cox to J. Fred Buzhardt,
from Watergate Special

Force).

[10897]

27.

On July 20, 1973 Cox wrote to Buzhardt expressing

his concern

about the care needed to insure that the tapes were preserved
and to protect their integrity as possible evidence.
Buzhardt to take all necessary

intact

He requested

steps'to see that custody of the tapes

was properly limited and fully docume~ted.

On July 25, 1973 Buzhardt

wrote to Cox that the tapes were being preserved

intact.

stated that the tapes were under the President's

sole personal

and. that they were being adequately prote~ted

Buzhardt
control

under secure conditions.

Buzhardt stated that all access to the tapes was carefully documented.

27.1

Letter from Archibald Cox to J. Fred Buzhardt,
July 20, 1973 (received from Watergate Special
Prosecution Force).

27.2

Letter from J. Fred Buzhardt to Archibald Cox,
July 25, 1973 (received from Watergate Special
Prosecution Force).

4

[10898]

28.

On July 20, 1973 Cox confirmed

that Ashland Oil, Inc. and Orin

E. Atkins, Chairman of the Ashland Oil, Inc. Board, voluntarily
edged making an illegal corporate contribution
Stans of the Finance Committee

acknowl-

of $100,000 to Maurice

to Re~elect the President

(FCRP) early in

April 1972.

28.1

Watergate Special Prosecution
July 20, 1973.

Force press release,

[10899]

On July 21, 1973 Buzhardt wrote to Cox expressing

29.

regret that

the White House had been much slower than it would have liked to have
been in responding to Cox's requests.
President

Buzhardt explained

could resolve many of the questions

and that during the period in questio~

raised by the requests

the President

meeting with Mr. Brezhnev and had been hospitalized
Buzhardt stated that he would have responses

that only the

had had the summit
for seven days.

on many requests

early in

the following week.

29.1

Letter from J. Fred Buzhardt to Archibald Cox,
July 21, 1973 (received from Watergate Special
Prosecution Force).

.:

[10900]

30.

On July 23, 1973 Haig called Richardson.

Haig t~ld him that the President

complained

Richardson

has stated

about various. Cox activities,

including letters to the IRS and Secret Service from the Special Prosecutor's office seeking information
vei1lance.

on guidelines

sur-

Richardson has stated that Haig told him that if they had to

have a confrontation

they would have it, that the President wanted a tight

line drawn with no further mistakes
would get rid of Cox.
request for information

and that if Cox did not agree they

Richardson

has stated that Cox agreed that the

contained

in letters by his office to Treasury

Department agencies had been over-broadly

30.1

for electronic

stated.

Elliot Richardson affidavit, House Judiciary
Committee, June 17, 1974.

[10901]

31.

On July 23, 1973 Special Counsel to the President

Wright informed Cox that he had been instructed

Charles Alan

by the President

the tape recordings requested by Cox would not be made available
that the President had concluded
public interest.

that
and

that doing so would not serve the

On July 23, 1973 the President

wrote to Senator Ervin,

stating that he had decided not to turn over the tapes to the SSC.

The

President stated that the tapes would not finally settle the central
issues before the Committee because persons with different
and motivations would inevitably
different ways.

The President

interpret

perspectives

the comments on the tapes in

also stated that the tapes could be

accurately understood or interpreted

only by reference

to other documents

and tapes.

31.1

Letter from Charles Alan Wright to Archibald Cox,
July 23, 1973 (received from Watergate Special
Prosecution Force).

31.2

Letter from President Nixon to Chairman Ervin,
July 23, 1973 (received from Watergate Special
Prosecution Force).

[10902]

32.

On July 23, 1973 the Special Prosecutor

tecum to the President on behalf of the Watergate
poena required the production
conversations,

a memorandum

of materials

32.1

relating

The sub-

to nine Presidential

Matters Memoranda"

thereto from Gordon Strachan

November 1, 1971 and November

Grand Jury.

duces

dated March 30, 1972 from W. Richard Howard

to Bruce Kehr11, and all "Political
attachments

issued a subpoena

and all tabs or

to H. R. Haldeman

between

7, 1972.

Subpoena, July 23, 1973, In re Grand Jury, Misc.
47-73, with attachments.

r

t

t
[10903]

33.

On July 25, 1973 Buzhardt responded by letter to Cox's request

of June. 27, 1973 for a narrative statement
stated that at an appropriate

fro~ ~he President.

time the President

Buzhardt

intended to address

publicly the subjects the SSC was cortsidering, including Dean's testimony.
That same day Cox wrote Buzhardt and ~xpressed his reservations
President's

public statement would be responsive

that the

to his request for a

testimonial narrative, but that he would postpone making a decision on
whether to renew such request until after the President's

public statement.

33.1

Letter from Archibald Cox to J. Fred Buzhardt,
June 27, 1973 (received from Watergate Special
Prosecution Force).

33.2

Letter from J. Fred Buzhardt to Archibald Cox,
July 25, 1973 (received from Watergate Special
Prosecution Force).

33.3

Letter from Archibald Cox to J. Fred Buzhardt,
July 25, 1973 (received from Watergate Special
Prosecution Force).

[10904]

34.

On July 25, 1973 the President

informed Judge Sirica that he

would decline to obey the subpoena issued on July 23, 1973 because

to

do so would be inconsistent with the public interest and with the Constitutional position of the Presidency.
to transmit the memorandum
the memoranda

34.1

The President

agreed voluntarily

from W. Richard Howard to Bruce Kehr1i and

from Gordon Strachan

to H. R. Haldeman.

Letter from President Nixon to Judge John Sirica,
July 25, 1973 (received from Watergate Special
Prosecution Force).

[10905]

35.

On July 26, 1973 Judge Sirica issued an order requiring

President

the

to show cause why there should not be full and prompt com-

pliance with the subpoena.

35.1

Order to Show Cause, July 26, 1973, In re Grand
~,
Misc. 47-73.

[10906]

36.
SSC.

On July 30, 31 and August 1, 1973 Haldeman
Haldeman told the Committee

testified before the

that he had listened to a tape recording

of a meeting between the President

and Dean on March 21, 1973 from 10:12 to

11:55 a.m. that Haldeman had joined at 11:15 a.m.
pared while listening to the tape, Ha~deman
conversation between the President

Using notes he had pre-

testified

and Dean.

Haldeman

about the entire
testified

that on

March 21 the President had told Dean that there was no problem in raising
one million dollars but that it would be wrong.

sse

36.1

Table of Contents,

36.2

H. R. Haldeman

testimony,

7 SSC 2892-93, 2895-98.

36.3

H. R. Haldeman

testimony,

8

36.4

H. R. Haldeman notes of March 21, 1973 (received
from Watergate Grand Jury) •

7

III and 8 SSC III.

sse

3090.

[10907]

37.

On or about August 9, 1973 Cox met with Richardson

a file of documents concerning campaign contributions

and requested

by milk producers

then in the possession of lawyers in the Civil Division of the Department
of Justice.

Richardson called Buzhardt and told him that he wanted to

turn the milk producers file over to Cox.

Buzhardt later called

Richardson and told him not to give the file to Cox.

37.1

Archibald Cox testimony, SJC, 1 Special Prosecutor
Hearings 18.

37.2

Elliot Richardson testimony, SJC, 1 Special
Prosecutor Hearings 267-68.

37.3

Memorandum from Elliot Richardson to J. Fred
Buzhardt, August 13, 1973, SJC, 1 Special Prosecutor Hearings 288-89.

[10908]

38.

On August 13, 1973 Cox wrote to Richardson

files relating to the possible relationship
by the Milk Producers Association
increase in milk prices.

to request access to

between large contributions

and the Government's

decision to grant an

On August 13, 1973 Richardson wrote to Buzhardt

to express his disagreement with the President's
the milk files over to Cox.

Richardson

decision not to turn

said that he could find no

plausible basis for denying Cox access to papers which were available

to

other personnel in the Justice Department.

38.1

Letter from Archibald Cox to Elliot Richardson,
August 13, 1973, SJC, 1 Special Prosecutor
Hearings 289.

38.2

Memorandum from Elliot Richardson to J. Fred Buzhardt,
August 13, 1973, SJC, 1 Special Prosecutor Hearings
288-89.

•

[10909]

39.

On August 14, 1973 W. Richard Howard was directed by the Grand

Jury tG produce the original carbon copy of a March 30, 1973 memorandum
he wrote to Bruce Kehr1i concerning E. Howard Hunt.
wrote to Buzhardt requesting
Special Prosecutor.

On August 27 Cox

that the document be supplied to the

On September

5 Buzhardt provided

documents and informed Cox that the authority

the requested

to control documents

the physical custody of White House employees was exclusively
for Presidential

in

a matter

decision.

39.1

Letter from Archibald Cox to Fred Buzhardt,
August 27, 1973 (received from Watergate Special
Prosecution Force).

39.2

Letter from J. Fred Buzhardt to Archibald Cox,
September 5, 1973 (received from White House).

&

[10910]

41.

At an August 22, 1973 press conference

to an inquiry concerning his recollection

the President

responded

of what he had told John Dean

on March 21, 1973 on the subject of raising funds for the Watergate
defendants.

The President stated that Haldeman had testified as to that

matter before the

41.1

sse

and that Haldeman's

statement was accurate.

President Nixon news conference,
9 Presidential Documents 1022.

August 22, 1973,

[10911]

42.

On August 22, 1973 Special Counsel Wright told Judge Sirica

that the President had told Wright that on one of the subpoenaed
there was national security material so highly sensitive

tapes

that the

President did not feel free even to hint to Wright its nature.

42.1

Charles Alan Wright statement, August 22, 1973,
In re Grand Jury, Misc. 47-73, 56.

[10912]

43.

On

August 22, 1973 David Young testified before the Grand Jury that

John Ehrlichman had given advance approval of a covert operation
Ellsberg's

files in the office of Dr. Lewis Fielding.

On

to examine

August 23, 1973

Cox requested certain records relating to the Pentagon Papers matter and
the Fielding'break-in.

On October 4"Associate

Special Prosecutor

William

Merrill talked to Buzhardt about the August 23 request and followed up his
discussion with a letter to Buzhardt identifying
Special Prosecutor needed immediately.

eight documents

that the

Cox testified on October 29, 1974

that according to his records none of these documents had been turned over
to the Special Prosecutor.

43.1

Letter from Archibald Cox to J. Fred Buzhardt,
August 23, 1973 (received from Watergate Special
Prosecution Force).

43.2

Letter from Associate Special Prosecutor William
Merrill to J. Fred Buzhardt, October 4, 1973
(received from Watergate Special Prosecution
Force).

43.3

Archibald Cox testimony,
Hearings 17.

43.4

David Young testim6ny, District of Columbia Grand
Jury, August 22, 1973, 39-43.

SJC, 1 Special Prosecutor

[10913]

44.

On August 27, 1973 Cox requested all White House records

relating to Joseph Kraft and the electronic

surveillance

of Kraft.

Cox's letter to Buzhardt stated that his request was framed with the
specificity necessary for a subpoena .. Cox testified on November

5, 1973

that this request had not been filled,

44.1

Letter from Archibald Cox to J. Fred Buzhardt,
August 27, 1973 (received from Watergate Special
Prosecution Force).

44.2

Archibald Cox testimony, House Judiciary
mittee, Special Prosecutor and Watergate
Jury Legislation, 302.

ComGrand

[10914]

45.

On August 29, 1973 Judge Sirica issued an order requiring

Presid~nt to turn over the recordings

the

sought by the July 23, 1973

subpoena for in camera review by the Court.

On September

White House filed a petition for a writ of mandamus
Court of Appeals for the District of~olumbia

6, 1973 the

in the United States

Circuit requesting

that

an order be entered directing Judge Sirica to vacate his order.

45.1

Order, August 29, 1973, In re Grand Jury, Misc.
47-73.

45.2

Petition for Writ of Mandamus, September 6, 1973,
Nixon v. Sirica, Cox, 73-1962, 2, 6.

[10915]

46.

In September 1973 the Special Prosecutor's

Political Matters Memoranda

office received

the

file kept by Strachan that had been requested

on July 10, 1973 and that the President had agreed to furnish to the
Special Prosecutor in his letter to Judge Sirica of July 25, 1973.
Cox has test.ified that Buzhardt wante.d to go through the file before
turning it over and Cox agreed so long as he got to see the entire file.

46.1

Archibald Cox testimony,
Hearings 16-17.

SJC, 1 Special Prosecutor

46.2

Letter from President Nixon to Judge Sirica, July
25, 1973 (received from Watergate Special Prosecution Force).

[10916]

47.

On September 24, 1973 Cox told Richardson

being made to place White House documents

that an effort was

out of his reach by removing

materials or files thought to be the subject of a subpoena and placing
such materials or files among the Presidential
appearance before the SSC on September
September 27, 1973, Special Assistant

papers.

Prior to his

26, 1973 and the Grand Jury on
to the President

has testified that White House counsel instructed

Patrick Buchanan

him to take his 1971

and 1972 files to the basement of the Executive Office Building.
Buchanan has also testified that he ,always thought that such papers
were Presidential

papers.

47.1

Elliot Richardson
Hearings 425.

testimony, SJC, 2 Special Prosecutor

47.2

Archibald Cox testimony, SJC, 1 Special Prosecutor
Hearings 18.

47.3

Patrick Buchanan testimony,

47.4

Letter from Archibald Cox to J. Fred Buzhardt, August
23, 1973 (received from Watergate Special Prosecution
Force).

10 SSC 3905-06~

[10917]

48.

On Friday, September 28, 1973 the President

decided to review

the contents of the tapes which the Grand Jury and the Senate Select
Committee had subpoenaed July 23, 1973 and directed General Haig to make
the arrangements
David.

for such review commencing

The President asked his private secretary, Rose Mary Woods, to

go to Camp David and to transcribe
tapes.

the following day at Camp

the contents of the subpoenaed

Special Assistant to the President

Stephen Bull was instructed

to accompany Woods and to cue the tapes to particular

conversations

for her.

48.1

Alexander Haig testimony, December 5, 1973,
In re Grand Jury, Misc. 47-73, 1936-37, 2005.

48.2

John C. Bennett testimony, November 6, 1973,
In re Grand Jury, Misc. 47-73, 559-60.

48.3

John Bennett notes, September 28, 1973, Exhibits
32-b and 32-c, In re Grand Jury, Misc. 47-73.

48.4

Rose ~ry Woods testimony, November 8, 1973,
In re Grand JUry, Misc. 47-73, 821-23, 838.

[10918]

49.

On

September 29, 1973 Rose Mary Woods and Stephen Bull took

betwee~ eight and twelve tapes and three Sony tape recorders
David.

to Camp

Haig has testified that on September 29, 1973 he telephoned

Bull at Camp David and that Bull stated that he was having difficulty
matching up conversations
poena.

on the reel. with the first item on the sub-

Haig has testified that he then telephoned Buzhardt who

informed Haig that only the conversation

between the President

and

Ehrlichman was demanded by the subpoena of the June 20, 1972 EOB tape
and that the subpoena did not include the conversation
President and Haldeman.

between the

Haig has testified that at approximately

10:10 a.m. he telephoned Rose Mary Woods and told her that the President's conversation with Haldeman was not included in the subpoena.
Woods typed this information

on a note to Bull.

49.1

Alexander Haig testimony, December 5, 1973,
In re Grand Jury, Misc. 47-73, 1937-40.

49.2

Fred Buzhardt testimony, November 28, 1973,'
In re Grand Jury, Misc. 47-73, 1463-64, 1467-70.

49.3

Rose Mary Woods testimony, November 26, 1973,
In reGrand Jury, Misc. 47-73, 1209-10, 1230-31,
1257-59.

49.4

Rose Mary Woods note, September 29, 1973,
Exhibit 62, In re Grand Jury, Misc. 47-73.

49.5

Rose Mary Woods testimony, November 8, 1973,
In re Grand Jury, Misc. 47-73, 802-03, 837, 839,
842.

49.6

Stephen Bull testimony, November 6, 1973,
In re Grand Jury, Misc. 47-73, 453-54, 457.

49.7

John Bennett logs, Exhibits 32-b and 32-c,
In re Grand Jury, Misc. 47-73.

49.8

List of exhibits,

In re Grand Jury, Misc. 47-73.
[10919]

50.

Woods has testified that during the weekend of September 29-30,

1973 she spent twenty-nine hours transcribing the June· 20 EOB tape, but
that she was unable to complete the tape.

She has also testified that

while she was transcribing the tape the President came into the cabin
where she was working and listened' to a portion of the tape for five to
ten minutes, that he pushed the buttons on her recorder back and forth
manipulating the tape and that he commented that he heard two or three
voices.

Bull has testified that he was unable to find recordings of the

President's June 20, 1972 telephone conversation with Mitchell or his
April 15, 1973 meeting with Dean and that he discussed this with the
President and Woods while they were at Camp David.

50.1

Rose Mary Woods testimony, November 8, 1973,
In re Grand Jury, Misc. 47-73, 802-03, 827-34,
839-40.

50.2

Rose Mary Woods testimony, November 26, 1973,
Inre Grand Jury, Misc. 47-73, 1234-36, 1321-22.

50.3

Subpoena,oJuly 23, 1973, Exhibit 27, In re Grand
Jury, Misc. 47-73.

50.4

President Nixon daily diary, September 29, 1973,
Exhibit 115, In reGrand Jury, Misc. 47-73.

50.5

Stephen Bull testimony, November 2, 1973, In re Grand
Jury, Misc. 47-73, 355-61,363.

50.6

Stephen Bull testimony, November 6, 1973, In re Grand
Jury, Misc. 47-73, 465-70.

[10920]

26

[10921]

26.

On July 18, 1973 Cox wrote to Buzhardt requesting eight tape

recordings of conversations

between the President

and various White House

staff and others whose conduct was under investigation
the alleged cover-up of the Watergate. break-in.

in connection with

Cox stated that the tapes

were material and important evidence in an investigation

of serious

criminal misconduct.

26.1

Letter from Archibald Cox to J. Fred Buzhardt,
July 18, 1973 (received from Watergate Special
Prosecution Force).

[10922]

[10923]

26.1

Archibald Cox letter

AC1ams
July 18, 1973

J. Fred Buzhardt, Esquire
Counsel to the President
The \fuite House
Uashington, D. C.
Dear Nr. Buzhardt:
I am ,«iting to request access to the recordings
of certain conversations b~tween the President and various
members of the White House staff ·and others whose conduct
is under investigation in connection with the alleged
cover-up of the break-in at the Democratic National Committee
offices.
The conversations are listed below.
}my I emphasize
request:

three essential
~

aspects of this

First, the request is part of an investigation into
,serious criminal misconduct -- the obstruction of justice.
rThe tapes are material and important evidence -- quite apart
I from anything they show about the involvement or noninvolvem,ent of the President -- because the conversations
recorded in all probability deal with the activities of other
t_p;rsons under investigation.
Indeed, it is not implausible
to suppose that the reports to the President on these occasions
may themselves have been made pursuant to a conspiracy and as
part of a cover-up.
Second, ,.furnishing the tapes in aid of an inVestigation
into charges of criminal conspiracy plainly raises none of
the separation-of-po\vers issues you believe to be involved in
furnishing so-called "Presidential Papers" to the Select
committee.
The Select Committee is seeking information -- as
I understand the position -- solely in order to recommend
legislation.
Whatever fears you may entertain that furnishin~
the tapes in aid of th~ Select.Cocrmittee's legislati~a functi~n
would set a precedent Ior furn~shing Presidential papers to
other legislative committees are plainly irrelevant to my
request.
For my request involves only a grand jury investigation

I
_J

I

i •

. !

I

-

,,

I

I

I

00098U
[10924]

. '.

"

\

2.
resulting from highly extraordinary circumstances.
No
question of precedent arises because the circumstances
almost surely will never be repeated.
Third, I would urge that the tapes be furnished
without restriction.
This
procedure strikes me as the method of establishing the
truth which is most fair to everyone concerned, including
the President.
It is proper to point out, however, that
if you thought it essential to furnish the papers only to
the grand jury under the rules pertaining to grand jury
documents, an appropriate procedure could be devised.
This is an additional circumstance distinguishing the
present investigation from the situation before the
Select Committee.

for use in my investigation

The particular conversations to which my present
request pertains have been carefully selected as those
which other evidence in our possession identifies as most
material to the .investigation, to wit --

r-;- }~eting
I b~tween the

of June 20, 1972, in the President's EOB Office
President and Plessrs ~...
Ehrlichman and Haldeman
from 10:30 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. (time approximate).

2. Telephone conversation
President and }~. Mitchell

of June 20, 1972. between
from 6:08 to 6:12 p.m.

/''/18,''"' 1/2 min.
I~d'
not recorded

the

3. Meeting of June 30, 1972, in the President's EOB Office
between the President and Hessrs. Haldeman and Mitchell from
12:55 to 2:10 p.m.
..

,c?:J~l-

4.

w.~ a ,!If'-

I'\P'"
c.

Meeting of September 15 1972, in the President's Oval
Office between the President and 11r. Dean from 5:15 to
6:17 p.m. Mr. Haldeman joined this meeting at 5:27 p.m.
t

I

5. Meeting of ~Arch 13, 1973, in the President's Oval
Office between the President and Mr. Dean from 12:42 to
2:00 p.m. }~. Haldeman was present from 12:43 to 12:55 p.m.

6. Meeting of March 21, 1973, in the President's Oval
Office between the President and Hessrs. De.an and Haldeman
from 10:12 to 11:55 a.m.

)

J- ~.;...

~~.

bl"'.~

we get
extra 15 min.
vJ·
We have.

II

1/1... " ....
We have

100981

,
/.

'

,

[10925]

3.
7.

Heeting of Harch 22. 1973, in the President's EOB Office
and Mr. Dean f rom 1:57 to 3:43 p.m.
~rr. Ehr1ichman joined this meeting at 2:00 p.m., and Messrs.
Haldeman and Mitchell joined at 2:01 p.m.
be tween the President

8. Meeting of April 15. 1973. in the President's EOR Office
between the President and !rr. Dean from 9:17 to 10:12 p.8.
(you will recall that this is the' conversation the recording
of 'vhich I requested as early as June 11 and whf.ch you
, _~:~lined to furnish under the misapprehension that tihene
~s
only a subsequent memorandum.)
You will realize that as the investigation proceeds
may be necessary to request additional recordings.

we have

Tape run out
2:22 P.M.

it

Sincerely,

I.

ARCHIBALD COX
Special Prosecutor

-i

;.

,

cc:
Chron
File

j

000982
[10926]

27

[10927]

27.

On July 20, 1973 Cox wrote to Buzhardt expressing

his concern

about the care needed to insure that the tapes were preserved

intact

and to protect their integrity

as possible evidence.

Buzhardt to take all necessary

steps to see that custody of the tapes

was properly

limited and fully documented.

He requested

On July 25, 1973 Buzhardt

wrote to Cox that the tapes were being preserved

intact.

stated that the tapes were under the President's

sole personal

and. that they were being adequately

protected

Buzhardt
control

under secure conditions.

Buzhardt stated that all access to the tapes was carefully

documented.

27.1

Letter from Archibald Cox to J. Fred Buzhardt,
July 20, 1973 (received from Watergate Special
Prosecution Force).

27.2

Letter from J. Fred Buzhardt to Archibald Cox,
July 25, 1973 (received from Watergate Special
Prosecution Force).

[10928]

.

N

'-l

[10929]

27.1

Archibald Cox letter

Retyped from indistinct original

July 20, 1973

J. Fred Buzhardt, Esquire
Counsel to the President
The White House
Washington, D. C. 20500
Dear Mr. Buzhardt:
I have requested that tape recordings of specific
conversations that took place in the White House and
bear directly on our grand jury investigation be made
available. I understand that the Senate Select Committee on Presidential Campaign Acitivities has also
requested access to some tapes in the White House.

r
L

I am writing to you to emphasize the care that
should be taken to insure that the tapes that we are
seeking are preserved intact. In addition, if and
when these tapes are produced, it will be important
for purposes of their use as evidence to be able to
establish their accuracy and authenticity. Therefore, I request that you take all necessary steps to
see that the custody of these tapes is properly
limited and fully documented and that if they are
made available to the Senate Select Committee, necessary arrangements are made to protect their integrity as possible evidence.

!

Sincerely,

ARCHIBALD COX
Special Prosecutor

000983

Retyped from indistinct original

[10930]

27.1

Archibald Cox letter

..

,.'

'J~ly 20,

J.

'I'he Y'..a..i t:.c l!.:H. ..~
~la;S.b_i."l'::1::D:n~ ll ... C.

10500

r~.::.esL~

~V8

cou~e~~cion.s
. b-ear

1913

dn~~ar~=, ~3quir~
t:::> "!::1:!~ ?:r~id..o.:l t.

P=ed

Cou:l.3od~

x

.,

directly

t:b..a~
ozi O~

t.l1.at. t.a~
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27.2

J. Fred Buzhardt letter

THE WHITE

copy to file

r

HOUSE

WASHINGTON

25 JUly 1973

Dear Mr.

Cox:

By way of further re sponse to your letter of July 20th, I am glad to
be able to assure you that the tapes you referred to therein are being
preserved
intact.
The P
'denthas ,,~ol; ~rsonal
control of those
tapes and they are b.~inCT
ade uately prote cted under
All access to the tapes is carefully documented.
Sincerely,

._ ~'(
1

J).\
J. ~l... t-

.

:i)'

('

\".A
( .. /
r _)l. .._ ....\--<L·~.::-"'\/

ts . FRED BUZAARDT
"Special Counsel to the

Honorable Archibald Cox
Soe c i al Prosecutor
'Vaterga:e Special Prosecution
1425 - K Str-eet. N. W.
Washington. D. C. 2000~

~

President

Force

000998
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28.

On July 20, 1973 Cox confirmed that Ashland Oil, Inc. and Orin

E. Atkins, Chairman of the Ashland Oil, Inc. Board, voluntarily acknowledged making an illegal corporate contribution
Stans of the Finance Committee

of $100,000 to Maurice

to Re~elect the President

(FCRP) early in

April 1972.

28.1

Watergate Special Prosecution
July 20, 1973.

Force press release,

[10935]
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28.1

Watergate Special Prosecuti~
f9rce press release

I

\\'AITRGATF
United

SI'Fel.'. L l'I\()c;t:Cl ;'110\
St;tll'~ Deparllll·:ltl
(d Justice
1,\~5 I\. St rcct , \.\\'.
Wa,hillg!ol1. I i.c. ~f)()05

IORCF

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
FRIDi\..Y, JULY 20, 1973

r

Special

Ashland
have

Prosecutor

Oil Inc.

and Orin

voluntarily

~nancc

campaigns
Code.

the contribution

contributions

the President

corporate

confirmed

early

contributions

to make

board,
to the

in April

1972.

to political
C'r irni naI

610 of the Federal

in no position

that

a ny determiriation

tion of the matte r unt.i.I the details
circun1stances

have' been

of

fully

.::

come

political

contributions

forward

acknowl cdgcnlent

The facts

an earlier

staten1ent:

"\Vhen

voluntarily

and early

to disclose

to candidates

of e it he r party,

corporate
illegal

their

voluntary

'will be cons ide red a s a rrrit ig a t ing c i r c'urr'is tance

what charges

by and delivered

~ommillce

corporate

illegal

and surrounding

officers

r:

of the firm's

disposi

But he repeated

deciding

chairman

of Section

"Vie are

the likely

investigated

that

a violation

He added,

concerning

E. Atkins,

to Re-Elect

Cox noted
are

Cox today

acknowledged

Committee
Mr.

Archibald

to bring.

indicate

that

to :Maurice

to Re-Elect

i

n

I'

the $100,000

H. SUms,

contribution

was

solicited

cha i r ma n of the Finance

the President.
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29.

On

July 21, 1973 Buzhardt wrote to Cox expressing

regret that

the White House had been much slower than it would have liked to have
been in responding to Cox's requests.

Buzhardt explained

President could resolve many of the questions

that only the

raised by the requests

and that during the period in questio~ the President
meeting with Mr. Brezhnev and had been hospitalized

had had the summit
for seven days.

Buzhardt stated that he would have responses on many requests early in
the following week.

29.1

Letter from J. Fred Buzhardt to Archibald Cox,
July 21, 1973 (received from Watergate Special
Prosecution Force).
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"

Buz pt out Pres made these
decis personally.

..
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29.1

,

J. Fred Buzhardt letter
.'.",

. V/~. 5 H ! t-:

JUly 21,

D eC:.~· ,.:.\'.:.Y.

- ,_

c· -;-c' ;..,;

1973

C o: ..~:

ou,

As your letter
of .Iu l y i
poi nt s out , this office has b e e n
s Iowe r than w e \"'0-.;12 li~:e to }:2..·
..e :;2'2n in r e s porid irig to a
nurnb c r of your r-equ e s t s over the last rnonfh , This is a matter
of
great regret
to rne , and I want to confinn
the explanations
I gave you
on the te Ie ph on e why it has occurred,
2.S a pr c Hrruna r y to sending
you-wi th in , I hope, the next few d2..ys--res;)Qnses
to your several
specific

,---

I rnu ch

I

ue s t s ,

.

.

. ' ..

In the first place,
this period has been,
as you can ilnagine,
an extrem.ely
busy time for this office.
The Senate cOlnmittee
hearings
have been at a c r itic a l stage that has occupied
much of our
attention.
Vie have been involved with subpoenas,
requests
for
documents,
and the like in a dozen or rnoz e civil actions.
1,Ve have
re s pon s ibi l i t ie s in all of these rna tt e r s , in addition to our r e ~ponsibility
to cooperate
with you as fully arid as expeditiously
as is po s s ib Ie ,
Leonard
Ga r rne nt and I rnu s t rne e t these responsibilities
with the .
help of a total staff of only three y ourrg e r Lawy e r s , in addition
to
Professor
'Wright as a consultant,
but he returned
from England
only
on Thur.sday
af'te r being away from Wa s hi ng ton for four weeks.

r

I

The second,
and more important,
reason
is that all. or
.....
.virtually
all, of your requests
raise
questions
that can on Iy be
resolved
by the President
of the United St a te s , The precedents
are
clear that a decision
to claim
or to w a iv e executive
privilege
is one
that must be made personally
by the President.
In the period in

question
the President
has had the summit
meeting
with Mr. Bz e z.hne v,
He has also been hospitalized
for seven d ay s , These .a r e in addition
to all of the usual burdens
that any President
bears.
You will surely
understand
that, under these circmustances,
obtaining
a decision
f r orn
the President
on sensitive
questions
that only he can decide is often
~
a speedy proces s ,
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-r~\ ~\ (1 . Q)

. :. "" ''-~_
.

~

~v\"_--
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''-l

c\/ .:

==_L--<_- ~
.

.

~J. FRED BUZHARDT
Special Counsel to the President

....

,~

(

Honorable Archibald Cox ...
Snccial Pros ecuto r
yiatergate
Special Prosecution
1425 K Street,
N. "YV.
'Washington8 D. C. 20005
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,

Force
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30.

On July 23, 1973 Haig called Richardson.

Haig told him that the President

complained

Richardson

has stated

about various Cox activities,

including letters to the IRS and Secret Service from the Special Prosecutor's office seeking information
veillance.

on guidelines

sur-

Richardson has stated that Haig told him that if they had to

have a confrontation

they would have it, that the President wanted a tight

line drawn with no further mistakes
would get rid of Cex.
request for information

and that if Cox did not agree they

Richardson

has stated that Cox agreed that the

contained

in letters by his office to Treasury

Department agencies had been over-broadly

30.1

for electronic

stated.

Elliot Richardson affidavit, House Judiciary
Committee, June 17, 1974.

[10945]
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30.1

Elliot Richardson affidavit

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
OF THE UNITED STATES
COMMITTEE O~ THE JUDICIARY

A F F I D A V I T

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, ss:
ELLIOT RICHARDSON, being duly sworn, in response to specific points
of interest to counsel for the House Committee on the Judiciary, deposes
and says:
1.

From May 25, 1973 to October 20, 1973 I served as the Attorney

General of the United States.

While I held that position I had conversations

with the President and others relating to the work of the Watergate Special
Prosecution force.

This affidavit contains information relating to cE!.Li:ain

of those conversations

and supplements my testimony in November, 1973 before

the Senate Judiciary Committee.
2.

On May 25, 1973, just before my swearing in as Attorney General

of the United States, I had a brief conversation with the President in the
Oval Office.

The President referred to his statement of May 22, 1973 relating

to the waiver of executive privilege as to testimony concerning Watergate,
and told me that his statement did not mean that there would be any such
waiver of executive privilege as to documents.

I was not aware until then

that the word" testimony'l had been used advisedly in the President's May 22nd
statement.

I did not say anything in response to what the President told me.

[10947]

-23.

On July 3, 1973 General Haig, the Pr~sident's Chief of Staff,

called me about a Los Angeles Times story that Mr. Cox was investigating
expenditures related to the "Western White House" at San Clemente.

Mr. Cox, who said that he was not investigating San Clemente.

I called

Mr. Cox

explained that he had asked his press officer to assemble press clippings
on San Clemente after Mr. Cox was questioned about San Clemente at a press
conference.

The press officer requested clippings from the Los Angeles Times,

which had carried most of the articles.
him this.

I called General Haig back and told

He said that I ought to get a statement from Mr. Cox saying that

Mr. Cox was not investigating the matter.

General Haig said that he was

not sure the President was not going to move on this to discharge Mr. Cox,
and that it could not be a matter of Cox's charter to investigate the President
of the United States.

I called Mr. Cox, who agreed to make a statement.

Some

time after 1:00 p.m. I called back General Haig, who said the statement was
inadequate.

At this point the President broke in on the conversation.

The

President said that he wanted a statement by Mr. Cox making it clear that

Mr.

Cox was not investigating San Clemente, and he wanted it by cwo o'clock.
4.

On July 23, 1973 General Haig called and told me that the "boss"

very "uptight" about Cox and complained about various of his activities,
including letters to the IRS and the Secret Service from the Special
Prosecutor's office seeking information on guidelines for electronic
surveillance.

General Haig told me that "if we have to have a confrontation

we will have it."

General Haig said that the President wanted "a tight line

•

[10948]
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drawn with no further mistakes," and that "if Cox does not agree, we will

I

get rid of Cox."

In this instance Mr. Cox agreed that the requests for

information contained in the letters sent by his office to Treasury

~epartment

agencies had been over-brQadly stated.
5.

In late September or early October 1973 I met with the President

in regard to the Agnew matter.

After we had finished our discussion about.

Mr. Agnew, and as we were walking toward the door, the President said in
substance, "Now that we have disposed of that matter, we can go ahead and
get rid of Cox."

There was nothing more said.

Elliot Richar~son

w

Subscribed and sworn to before me this

1'1- day

i

~L~

of June, 1974.

~t'-F'="-Notary Public

~

.A-h..v~1-u.~';_

...c~~

>UV. /~

I

r -s:
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31.

On

July 23, 1973 Special Counsel to the President

Charles Alan

Wright informed Cox that he had been instructed by the President

that

the tape recordings requested by Cox would not be made available

and

that the President had concluded
public interest.

that doing so would not serve the

On July 23, 1973 the President wrote to Senator Ervin,

stating that he had decided not to turn over the tapes to the SSC.

The

President stated that the tapes would not finally settle the central
issues before the Committee because persons with different perspectives
and motivations would inevitably
different ways.
accurately

The President

interpret

the comments on the tapes in

also stated that the tapes could be

understood or interpreted

only by reference

to other documents

and tapes.
d\

"

31.1

Letter from Charles Alan Wright to Archibald Cox,
July 23, 1973 (received from Watergate Special
Prosecution Force).

31.2

Letter from President Nixon to Chairman Ervin,
July 23, 1973 (received from Watergate Special
Prosecution Force).

,I
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31.1

r nt;

'NHITE

Charles

Alan Wright letter

HOUSE

WASHII'IC.-rON

July

.
r:

Dea r Mr.

23,

1973

Cox:

1\.1r. Buz ha r dt has asked that I. resp.~nd to your letters
to h irn of
ne 20th, July 18th and July 20th In wh'i ch you make certain
reque sts
with regard
to tape recordings
of or about c onv e r s at ion s between the
President
and various
rne rnbe r s of the White House staff and others.
The President
is today refusing
to make available
to the Senate
Cornrrritt e e rna te ria l of 2. similar
nature.
Enclosed
is a copy of his
Iett e r of this date to Senator Ervin stating his position about the tapes.
I am instructed
by the President
to Inf o r rn you that it will not be
possible
to make available
to you the recordings
that you have requested.

I

In general the reasons for the President's
decision
are the s arne as
those that underlie
his response
to the Se na t.e Committee.
But in your
letter
of July 18th you state that furnishing
the tapes in aid of an investigation into charges
of criminal
conspiracy
raises
none of the separationof-powers
issues
that are raised by the r e que s t frorn the Senate Committee.
You indicated
a simIlar
position when Vie met on June 6th.
At that time
you suggested
that questions
of separation
of powers did not arise
since
you were within the Exe cut ive Branch,
though,
as I recall,
you then add e d
that your position
is a little hard to describe
since,
in your v iew , you are
not subject to direction
by the P'r e s ide nt or the Attorney
Gene r a l ,
I note that in your

subsequent
letters,
and particularly
that of July 18th
whi c h YOll argue that fhe separation-of-powers
a.r gurne nt is inapplicable,
there is no sugges lion that you are a part of the Executive
Branch.
Indeed,
if you are an ordinary
p r o s e c ut or ~ and thus a part of the Executive
Branch
as well as an office!' of the court,
you a r e subject to the instructions
of
your superiors,
up to and including
the President,
and can have access
to'
Presidential
papers
only as and if the Presidcnt
sees fit to rria.kcvth e rn

in

available

to you.

,
[10953]
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But quite aside from the consideration just stated, fhe r e is an even
rno r c funda rnc nta I reason why scpal'ation-o.f-powcrs
considerations
are
fully as applicable to a request from you as to one from. the Senate
Cornrrii tte e , It is clear, and your letter of the 18th specifically
states.
that the reason you are seeking these tapes is to use some or all of them
before grand juries or in crirninal trials.
Production of fhe rn to you·
would lead to their use in the courts. and questions of separation-ofpowers are in the forefront when the most confidential d ocurnent s of the
Presidency are sought for use in the Judicial Branch.
Indeed rno s t of the
Llrrritcd case law on cxecutive privilege has arisen in the context of atternpts
to obtain executive documents for use in the courts.
The successful prosecution of those who have broken the laws is
a very important national interest,
but it has long been recognized that
there are other national interests that, in specific cases, ll1.3.yoverride
this.
When Congress provided in the Jencks Act, 18 U. S. C. 5 3500 (d),
that the United States luay choose to refuse to disclose material that the
court has ordered produced, even though in some instances this willleacl
to a mistrial and to tc r rrrinati on of the prosecution,
it was rne r eIv recognizing fha t , as the courts had r epe ate dl y held, there are circumstances
in which other legitim2.te national interests requiring that documents be
kept confidential outweigh the intere st in purii shi ng a particular
lUalcfactor.
Silnilarly in civil Iit ig at ion the United Sta te s may feel obliged to withhold
relevant inforrnation,
because of rnor e c crnpe Il ing governmental interests,
even though this may cause it to lose a suit it rrright othe rw.ls e have won.
The power of the Prcsld~nt to withhold confidential document~ that would
otherwise be rriate r ia l in the courts come s from "an inherent executive
power which is protected in the constitutional SYStCIUof separation of
power. II United Sta te s v. ReyrlOlds, 345 U. S. 1, 6 n. 9 (1953).
In your letter to :\'1r. Buzha:rdt of J'uly 10th you quoted Mr. Richardson's
statement to the Sena te Judiciary Cornrni tt ee in which he concluded that
it was the Prc sid.ent ' s intention "that whatever should be made public in
tern1S of the public interest in these investigations
should be disclosed •• "

[10954]
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That is, of course,
the President1s
v ie w , but it is for the President,
and
only for the Pl'esident,
to weigh whether the incremental
adv2.ntagc thai:
these tapes would give you in c rirn ina l proceedings
justifies
the serious
and lasting hurt that disclosure
of them would do to the confidentiality
tha t
is imperative
to the effective functioning
of the Presidency.
In this
instance
the President
has concluded that it would not s c r ve the public
interest
to make the tapes available.
Sincerely,

r

•)/

.
(

I

~

.
!
...•

.
/

i

..-': /: .:
t,
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CHARLES ALAN WRIGHT

Honorable
Archibald
Cox
Special Prosecutor
Watergate
Special Prosecution
1425-K Street,
N. W.
Washington,
D* C. 20005
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31.2

President Nixon letter

'I'll E \'d JIT!": I JOe5I':
W.\SIlI?'\(;TO:-':

July 23, 1973

Dear Mr.

Chairrnan:

I have considered
your r cqu e sf that I pe rrni t the Cornn-dHec
to have access to tapes of lny p r iva t e conversations
with a.
number of my clos e s t aides.
I have concluded that the
principles
stated in lTIy letter to you of July 6th preclude rn e
f r orn com.plying wi.th that request,
and I shall not do so.
Indeed the special nature of tape recordings
of pdvate
conversations
is such that these principles
apply with even
greater force to tapes of private Presidential
conversations
th an to Presidential
papers.

If release

of the ta p e s woul.d s e tfl e the central questions
at
issue in the Watergate inq1.i.iries, then th ci r disclosure
rni ght
serve a substantial
F..1blic interest
that would have to be
weighed 'very heavily against the negatives
of disclosure.
~e
fact is that the tapes ~."o,uldnot finally settle the central
issues before your Cornrn itt e e , Before their existence
be ca.rno
publicly known, I p e r s ona Ilv listened to a nurnb e r of th ern ,
The t2.pes are entirely
con s is t ent with what I know, to be th e
trufu arid what I have s ta te d to be the truth.
However,
as in
any 'verbatim r e c or di ng of informal conversations,
they contain
comments that pc r s on s with clifferent perspectives
and
rnot iva ti ons would ine vi tab'ly interpret
in different ways.
F'u rfhc rrno r e , there arc inseparably
interspersed
in them
a great rnany very fr?-nk and very private comments,
on a.
w-ide ran g e of issues and individuals,
wholly extraneous
to
the Cornrni tt ce t s inquiry.· --Even rnOJ:C im.portant.
the tapes
could be accurately
un do r s t ood or interpreted
only by refel'C!llCC
to an cno rrnous number of other do curn cnt s and tapes,
so th a t
to open th crn at all would begin an enc1les s proces s of disclo5U r-e
and c xpl.ariat l on of p:'1\"atc Pr~sid(!~ltia_I records
totally ltnl'clatecl
~Vatergate,
and 111.ghlyc ouficlcrrti a.I in nature.
They a r e .the
clearest
p os s ibl e exarn pl c of why P~'esidcntial
document!':
.
must be kept confidential.

I

)

I

".
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Accordingly,
th e t<\.}!e!";,wl1i::h h a.vc ~cc:n under rn y sole
.
personal control,
wiII r crn a m so. None ha s been t rn.ns c r.ib od
mud c public and no n c will he.
On May 22nc1 I dc s c r ib ed my knowledge of the \~Taterg;".d:c
rrrat t e r and its a.Irc rrnath in categorica.l
and unarnbl.guou-s tc rnls
that I know to be true.
'In D"l'y Lett e r of July (d.h, I informed
you fha t at an appropriate
t irn e during the hearings
J. illt.cnrl.
to addres s publicly the subj e ct s yon are considering.
I sti.ll
intend tp do so and in a way that preserves
the Con s tj.tut.io nol
principle
of s cpa r a t ion of powcn:,. and Ih un s c r vo a tilt: jlll(:l" .. ~;t~;
not just of the Cong r c s s or of the President,
"hut of the people •.

Honorable
Sam. J. Ervin, Jr.
Chairman
Select .Cormnittce on ?:.:-esidential
Campaign Activities
United States Senate
VTashington, D. C. 20510

. -':."","

...

..

..

.

J
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32.

On July 23, 1973 the Special Prosecutor

tecum ~o the President on behalf of the Watergate
poena required the production
conversations,

a memorandum

of materials

November

relating

The sub-

to nine Presidential

M.l;ttters
Memoranda"

thereto from Gordon Strachan

1, 1971 and November

32.1

Grand Jury.

dated March 30, 1972 from W. Richard Howard

to Bruce Kehrli, and all "Political
attachments

issued a subpoena duces

and all tabs or

to H. R. Haldeman

between

7, 1972.

Subpoena, July 23, 1973, In re Grand Jury, Misc.
47-73, with attachments.

Has to do with Hunt's pension
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32.1

"

In re Grand Jury

subpoena

...

~

"

~"

-:

f

-,

.. ~
.

GRAND JURY \

S~voona

Duoes Tocum
v.

.

SU!:lFOEN.~

Wniteb ~tates

DVCl:,\?'"

:rECUI1

~t%trtct QL:ourt

UNITED

STATES

llt'PORT
1'0 UNITED STATES
DISTRICT
COURT HOUSE
Betuieen. Sd Street an.d Jolin. .Har.qlwll Place
and on Const.it.ut ion. AI!MI.ltr. ., ..w.

I·S.

..JOl.!HDOI:;

1}znzm~.&g.~ Grand
Washington.

To .'-

~ Qh~t"~ ..H.___Nj,)~.Qr,., 1'llo

.......

1'1 \1l>fll':Ciil\E1t:1ol .r,) 1::f.~~I317~ .I,)f. f lci

.......

con trol.'?f.

~..

Misc. #47-73

For the Dist~ict or Columbia

THE

...... ,

\i1li t.o..JIQllS.Q-#

a l~

''laah.tnlJtonl- ..j}~

.. ().~ ..l!l!l.pl()y.9 ,).. vr,1.t;J::l

..thl) t'l0c.u:nonta
.()r ..()l)j~c;t:a

Jury

Room 3

D.C.

C.•.,... ur __.an.y.

C:.llot,:q(! Y

.

()r

.

ll.r.lr.~I_j,~tl~t:_t!l::
g~.r;g.~i,P~~j
.. ()n

..

................
P·./·L··E·DV. ..··
............

···

JUt24 ..iS7.r

··

.
·..· ..·

··..·

·..·

.........................................................
· ····..·..·..·JAMEsF·bAvE:y:·ci~~k·
..·..·········
..·····..··
...................................

.
.

_

You are hereby commanded to attend before the Grand Jury of said Court on ..... 'J:'I)Il:r..s.4py.
;'

the .. ~~t:ll. day of.
.:ruly . .. ....19.7.3
.• at..
·
.lJL.:.o·clock
.. J)...• M .• to testify
ilf~0liti~tit(tM;V~)it:ed:SmM;;:Mit~M~;Mrmt:tl1(>YC(Jl'U:t~~tttroutihlaxC!llf-tt1re:&mr.,t;Dt}[)l~~::\tt.nmt)'t.x

llI1dto bring with you tho documents
ached- JVIT.;\·ESS: The Honorable John
ule.
23rd

$f..~~~lA.k.lee~·
A~~~!H£:A:tIh~Biht~q
..St!'tall
ForJn

No.

U8A ..9x ..184.

(Rov.7-1-71)

.

or objects listed on the attached
Siric4 Chief Judge of said Court, this

.J'.

__ .
.

'.~/:;:?.z.::erk.

. day of

By

: ;, J.uly

,tf: A"-

19..13.

Deputy Clerk.

,

rj,
l.\.J
•

I.•
~~

,t

'''l

I .
'~

'\

.•i'

.

'I' .
.

',

.>i
",
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~

..

~f, V;{,'i'

"

.

u: I 1';:1 ~':D ~~:T ?\T,~';:.;";L '1,
F:E~ '·i'i!.~; LJl.s'I',~·.I;~T

s'.e [.! 1: CI"V

o:

. ,

C(lC ~t'tl

,

)"

CCJ~l;~'lL\lA

GH.\~;l] IJij~{y
[';UBI?OEN.A DUCE~) T~C(;~'i

D~t~d

July

23,

1973
1,,'1

Schedule
of Docur~en ts or.
Objacts
to be Produced
by
or on Bel1i11f of l(j_ch~rd
[>1. Nixon;

1.

All

and

tapes

transcripts

or other

of June

Executive

Office
John

to noon

Richard

and

to 2:10

. (d)
Oval

Richard

from 10:30

of June

a.m.

20,
from

197~,
G: 08 to

Oval

Office

from

10:12

Haldeman

Sept:=mbe::-

Meeting

5:27

Mr.

Nixon,

to 6:17

from

Mitchell

Mr.

the Presi-

Haldeman,

and

p.m.

Nixon,

;·i2S 81:S.

ill

the

President's

Dean and Haldeman

p.m.
of March

inv()l\T,i,!".g f.!essrs.
to 11:55

President's
and

in

15, 1972,

1.1eeting of :!d:::ch13, 1973,

(g) Meeting
EOB Office

of

from

to 2:00

(fl

in the

p.r:•.

invo]. ving

12;42

1972,

Nixon,

Office-involving

(e)
OV2I1 Office

30,

Messrs.

H~i'" ::ing

N. D3an III

from

involving

N. rJi tche1l

John

of Jun~

involving

12:55

John

President's

p.m.

Office,

dent's

OfficG

conversation

Nixon

(e) Meeting

from

in the

1972,

(time approximate).

between

~OB

20,

11. R. Hal.deroan

and

(b) Telephone

6:12

to:

relating

Builetins; ("20B")

Ehr1ichQan

and/or

any memoranda, piJ.pe)~s,

and

writings,

(a) Maeting

~ixon,

cl~"ctronic

other

or reproductions,

recordir.gs

II 47-73

Mise.

21,

in

1973,

Nixon,

the

Presid~nt's

Dean,

and

Hilldeman

in

the

President's

a.m.
of

5:20- to

March
6:01

21,
p rn,
v

1973,

involving

;.le3:>1:S.

Nixon,

[10963]
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",,'

I,'

,"'1

.~~j&'~'

I'"''

;:":;'li:~i>d,". '""

Eon

Offic03

(i) Meeting

of April

between

Nixori

~'lr.

15, 1973, in th~ I'rasident's
and

l'i1:. De an f r or.i :J;17

f'I'

to

t-

10;12 p.m.
2.

I

The original

t·,/O paragraph

memorandum

from 1'7.
....

:

Richard

Howard

earning

the termination

transfer

t om

was turned

of

over

"Dick."

t.h e O","-pilge

to th8

March

of Uowa~d Hunt

Federal

1972, by James

7,

dated

30, 1972, con-

as a consultant
handwriting

with

memQrandum

there by Kehrli.

it was placed

House.

Kehrli,

to "1701", signed

top and bot

August

to Bruce

i.ndico.'ting

and

on th<:!
that

(A copy of this Inelcorandur,\
Bureau

Rogers,

of Investigation

Personnel

on

Offica,

~~ite

r'latters

l'iemo-

)

3.

Original

capie.;;of <111 "Political

rand a " and all "tabs"

or "nttad:;nents"

thereto

Strachun

to H. R. E,Ll:ieman b e cwe er, November I,

NOVember

7,

from Co rdo a
1971, arid

197.~.

,
_

:."

't~

;

"
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32.1

Attachment to In re Grand
Ju):"ysubpoena

l,"

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

, \

;1

~ ." ':'~.
,"'J

AFFIDAVIT

; \.!.

• ,"

'.~

1

Misc. #

•

'J"

47-73

FILEDv

CITY OF WASHINGTON
ss.
DISTRICT

'JUL 44 1973

OF COLUMBIA

JAMES F
.
. DAVE",
'

PHILIP A. LAC OVA RA, being
1.
Force,

I am Counsel

duly sworn,

to the Watergate

deposes

Special

Clerk

and says:

Prosecution

am over 18 years of age, and I am not a party

to

these proceedings.
2.

At 6:20 p.m. on Monday,

the annexed

grand jury subpoena

Richard M. Nixon by delivering
known

July 23, 1973, I served
duces

a copy thereof

to me to be J. Fred Buzhardt,

President,
behalf

who acknowledged

of the President.

receipt
Service

to

to a person

Special

Counsel

thereof

in writing

to the
on

was made in room 188-1/2

of the Old Executive

Office

Pennsylvania

N. W., Washington,

Avenue,

tecum addressed

Building,

17th Street

and

D. C.

~Q~~'hH,~
PHILIP

,

_

~

LACOVARA.·

~~

,I ..

"

;It

."
)',

"

tt

;:,\.
,

~'jl

':1.,< '

.,

','

,"\'

,

or'"

,

, Subscribed and sworn before
":< 24th day of July, 1973.

me this

.' ,\.
"

.,

.•..

..,

>.

,
\

j

"

. .':

.

"

,.'
,

~
,

J:';
r

"

'.

'

,..,
"

~.,
;

..

,

...
_.,
-.

,~~,

"

I

"---._•. -

t";~.,
1.•

'

, ,J

,{',~

\,~.

,
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33.

On July 25, 1973 Buzhardt responded by letter to Cox's request

of June 27, 1973 for a narrative
stated that at an appropriate

statement

from the President.

time the President

Buzhardt

intended to address

publicly the subjects the SSC was cortsidering, including Dean's testimony.
That same day Cox wrote Buzhardt and ~xpressed his reservations
President's

public statement would be responsive

that the

to his request for a

testimonial narrative, but that he would postpone making a decision on
whether to renew such request until after the President's

public statement.

33.1

Letter from Archibald Cox to J. Fred Buzhardt,
June 27, 1973 (received from Watergate Special
Prosecution Force).

33.2

Letter from J. Fred Buzhardt to Archibald Cox,
July 25, 1973 (received from Watergate Special
Prosecution Force).

33.3

Letter from Archibald Cox to J. Fred Buzhardt,
July 25, 1973 (received from Watergate Special
Prosecution Force).
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33.1

Ju..Yle 27.

Archibald Cox letter

.

1973

,
i

I

f
f

Mr. J. Fred Buzhardt
Counsel

to. the President

I

The l.fui te Hous e

Washington.
Dear

D. C.

I

I

~rr. Buzhardt::

The testi!ll.onyof John W. Dean ,"III be.fore the
Select Co:::i:!lj ttee of the Senate makes it necessary for me
to raise th~ ~tter
of obtaining the evidence of the
President: t.70!:! incicle...'1ts
of which he has first hand
knowledge.
ALthough Dean's testi:::.o:i:lY
was given in another
foru:::!~his versio:l of events is equally available to this
office and the gr2...""!d
jury.
The President has also been
harned in other testi=ony as one who has critical information
about; t:..lte
Lnvo Lveaent; of ll. n;::.:uber
.of pe rsons in a major
ccnspaz
. . acy

t·
~ .....
t{
0 oOS:.._
c ._
c j us
~ a.ce ,

,

Tne normal course
and responsibilities

- apart fr~ Presidential
office
- would be to ask such a crucial
~vitness

to coze in for 2~ i=tervie~ or to subpoena him for testi~ony
before the grand'jU2J.
His testimony would be not only
material bt!t well-nigh. essential
in any real search for the .
truth.
If he did not appear vol~~tarily. he would be
subpoenaed.

I
i

i

/.
I

II ~

I

·1

I

The fact that a cxuc Le.L witness in this investigation
P,resident does not make his testimony any less j_jnportant
to the at:,J.nistration of justice.
Nor can I assume that the
is

the

Presid~t
is ~~~lling
to conribute all the info~ation
he has
to the asccrtai~ent
of the truth. T.~us, there is no reason
at this ti~e to enter upon debate about ~~ether he can be
s~poenaed
to a??ear before the Grand Jury.
It is important,
ho-wever, tihat;the evidenc: be obtained without undue
interference with the perIormancc of the heavy and timcconsuming responsibilities
the Presidency entails.

001011

[10969]

- 2 -

Under these circumstances, the least inconvenient
course to the President would seem to be for him to
furnish a detailed narrative statement covering the
conversations and incidents mentioned in John Dean's
testimony. The President wou Ld doubtless wish to attach
copies of all relevant transcripts and other papers or
memoranda. After studying the narrative there might well be
questions I.would wish to put to th~ President personally.
Possibly, further requests may become necssary from time
to time, but I would hope that the advance preparation of
a narrative statement would funreadable] the demand upon the President's
time to the necessary minimum. Both the narrative statement
and any subsequent interview would be treated with the
secrecy accorded grand jury testimony.
Will you please treat this letter as a formal
ucst for the kind of narrative statement described above
give me the President's response in the near future?

@

Sincerely,

ARCHIBALD COX
Special Prosecutor

File
Chron
Cox

Retyped from indistinct original

[10970]
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§

Hill

.uest for
d give De

o

001012
File
Chr(l:1
,.. ' Cox

..
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33.2

-, I

J. Fred Buzhardt letter

"J...

,,"

TH~

WHITE

HOUSE

WASHINGTON

July 25, 1973

Dear Mr.

Cox:

This is in response to your letter of June 27th, requesting
a narrative statement from the President covering the conversations
and incidents mentioned in John Dean's testimony.
The President has announced, in his letter of July 6th to
Senator Ervin, that at an appropriate time he intends to address
publicly the subjects the Senate Committee is considering.
Clearly
the testimony of Mr. Dean is among those subjects and my
expectation is that the President's
statement will provide you with the
information you need in this respect.
Sincerely,

j,,, . -" '~

t,...."-~...
~

i
,

".

.

;.

"'_.
t--

. \:. :
.
\0\."-';)\j,-_~~"

..-

t'Ii. Fred Buz liar-dt
f

•

Special Counsel to the President
e

Honorable Archibald Cox
Special Prosecutor
'Watergate Special Pz-os e cut i on Force
1425 K Street, N~W0
'Washington, DcCc 20005

001010
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_ .-,

n/. IJW.H.
33.3

AC/flc

July

25.

Archibald Cox letter

1973

J. Fred Buzhardt) Esquir.e
Cotms e L to

the

President

The lr..1.it e House
Wa3hington. D. C.

Dear Mr. Buz~ardt:
This will
It

acknowLe dge yo ur letter of July

s e erns most

25.

un LLkeLy

that a public
stater:!ent
"\7hich the Select
CO:.:r:litteC!of the Se!1ate is cO:1sidering
will be the kind
i.yo
t .,.. t'_ eraen
t by
,1';
_:_
.~
... c..t-.;....y.......
.... •
IJ
vr
s.:«: ..... ·_
.Ao_.:;,
~ d •Ln my
Le t t er of J\..T..e27th..
1-1y reques t '~i<!S for a t.es timonial
narrative
oE the kind that would b2 obtained from nny
oth~!~ ,.d.tnes5 by personal
intervie~l
or by putting him
,.....
':
0-'r'
-l , Try
e:core
Lone
0-2.·"•
.J
~
•
b
by t.he Pres ident on t.he subjects
.:::
0

I"",r.,....,

....

s

n

u,

a

..

rne

s

s

z

et,;:;\.i
c
ue

s

.i.~

t.c

-"'I

"{[1.ile I srn ve:r/ skep t.i.ca L about the likelihood
Pre3i2.2nt's
public s t a t ernenc mae t Lng testimonial
n,22ds,
I EL-:1. ~::..:dO\'lS so f ar as possible,
to avoid un due
in terEer2:-:':== ,r:. t:t the Pr e s ic1ent's per. formance of his
,~
du ...'a..,
Hav
i.nrr:> n ot c rl
[123.\.7)' an r
__ ~1~.n-"'r"nS''T'''';n'J'
.........
-'.n
.• IUY
s~:eD::ic:,s2J
I 2.~ ",;lilling to wa i.t; un t LL the public
st a t.eznent;
is ;n..:lu.e -- a s s urii.ng that it COI'123 rC:Lsonably SOO:1 -- before
re3.~hing a conclusion
or r enewi.ng 1:1y previous request.
of the

_.-.! ••

It

,-"U.l..

,~,

\...J..~:>.

V.l..

also be worth recallin8
that my letter
of
J~~e 27tn S?0Xe of the p03s1bility
that it would be
necessary
to quas t i on the Pr'e s t.den t p(';rsonally
after
receiving
his narrative statewent.
The more detC2il0-d a
testi~onial
st~tement
tite Presid2nt was willins
to preoarc,
confining
hio:3elf to facts.
the less I ~.vould have to btll.:c1en
his time by questioning
him in person.
8ay

I

Sincerely.

OOlOO~
AR.CllIBALD COX
Special
Prosccutor

[10975]
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34.

On July 25, 1973 the President

informed Judge Sirica that he

would decline to obey the subpoena issued on July 23, 1973 because to
do so would be inconsistent with the public interest and with the Constitutional

position of the Presidency.

to transmit the memorandum
the memoranda

34.1

The President

agreed voluntarily

from W. Ri~hard Howard to Bruce Kehr1i and

from Gordon Strachan to H. R. Haldeman.

Letter from President Nixon to Judge John Sirica,
July 25, 1973 (received from Watergate Special
Prosecution Force).
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,
34.1

,
I

President

Nixon letter

T JJ E WHIT E I 10 C-S E

l

WASlll~GTO~

July 25, 1973

I

i

j
1

Dear Judge .Sir i ca ;

1

I

I
ii

I

i
I

j

j
.j
i
I

1

I

:1
I

f

White House Counsel have received on my behalf a subpoena
duces tecum issued out of the United States District Ccurt for
the District of Col.urnbi.a on July 23rd at the request of Archibald
Cox. The subpoena calls on me to produce for a Grand Jury
certain tape recordings as well as certain specified docurrient s ,
With the utmost respect for the court of which you are Chief
Judge, and for the branch of govermnent of which it is a part,
Ll.must decline to obey the c ornrriand of that subpoena.
In doing
so I follow the example of a long line of my predecessors
as
President of the United States who have consistently adhered to
the position that the President is not subject to c orripu l s or-v process
from the courts.

I

The independence of the three branches of our government is
at the very heart of our Constitutional system.
It would be
wholly inadmissib.le for the President to seek to compel some
particula:c action by the courts.
It is equally inadn-ussible for
the courts to seek to c ornpe I some particular action f r orn the
President.

1i

I.

.,

That the President is not subject to compulsory process from _
the other branches of government does not rne an , of course,
that all information in the custody of the President must fo:rever
remain unavailable to the courts.
Like all of rny predecessors,
I have always made relevant rnaterial available to the courts
except in those rare instances when to do so would be inconsistent
with the public interest.
The principle that guides my a cti ons
in this regard was well stated by Atto r ne y General Speed in 1865:

it;

.

'
:'

Upon principles of public policy there are s orne
kinds of evidence which the law excludes or
dispense s wi th, ':: ::' ':< The official transactions

~.

[10979]

2

between the heads of de oa r trnerrts of the
Gove r nrrie nt and their subordinate
officer's
aze , in general,
treated
as "privileged
c ornrnurric afions , II The President
of the
United Stat.e s , the head~ of the great departments of the Gove r nrricnt, and the Gove r nor s
of the se ve r a.I States,
itha s been decided,
are not bound to produce papers
or disclose
information
c orrirrrurri c a t e d to the m where,
in
their own judgment,
the disclosure
would, 0;"
public con s Ide r a ti.on s , he inexpedient.
These
are farniliar
rules Ia.id down by every author
on the law of evidence.
A similar
principle
has been stated by m.any other Atc0:1:neys
General,
it has been recognized
by the courts,
and it has been
acted upon by rnany Pr8sidents.
~the
light of that principle,
I a rn voluntarily
transm.itting
for
the use of 111eGrand Jury the rnem.orancium. from W. Richard
Howard to Bruce Kehrli in which they are i.nte re s te d as well
I as the described rne rno r anda from Go r do n St~achan to H. R.
Lf!alc1effian.
I have concluded,
however,
that i.t would be
Incons iute nt with the public interest
and with the Constitutional
position of the Presidency
to rria.ke available
r e co rd ing s of
meetings
and telephone
conversations
in which I wa s .a partici. pant and I must respectfully
decline to do so.

,.

l-

Sincerely,
,

.

,

~

,.I

I:
Ii

~~

Honorable
John J. Sirica
U.S. Court House
3rd and Constitution
Avenue,

N. W.

)

Room 2428
Washington,

D. C.

cc: Honorable
Special
Enclosure:

20001

Archibald
Prosecutor

Cox

Emv::-.rd/ Kcr..!"li rne mor andurn
[10980]

35
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35.

On July 26, 1973 Judge Sirica issued an order requiring

President

the

to show cause why there should not be full and prompt com-

p1iance with the subpoena.

35.1·

Order to Show Cause, July 26, 1973, In re Grand
~,
Misc. 47-73.

[10982]
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35.1

In re Grand Jury order to

show cause
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIJI.

,"
.~

In re Grand Jury Subpoena
Duces Tecum Issued to
Richard M. Nixon, or Any
!Subordinatc Officer, Of.ficial, or Employee with
Custody or Control of
Certain Documents or Ob:jects

Misc. No. 47-73

.'

..

-ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE
Upon consideration of the verified petition of Archibald
Cox, Special Prosecutor, Watergate

Special Prosecution Force,

on behalf of the Grand Jury in and for the United States
District Court for the District of Columbia, for an order
directing Richard M. Nixon or any subordinate officer whom
he may designate as having custody and control of certain
documents or objects, to show cause why there should not be
full and prompt compliance

w i.t.h

a subpoena duces tecum of

this Court, dated July 23, 1973, directing the production of
certain documents and objects before the Grand .Jury of this
District at 10:00 a.m. on July 26, 1973, and it appearing
to this Court that various items called for by that subpoena
are being withheld and that good cause has been shown why
the subpoena should be enforced, it is hereby ORDERED:
1.

That Richard M. Nixon or any subordinate officer

whom he may designate as having custody or control of any
of the items described in paragraph 1 of the schedule
attached to 'the above mentioned su~y~ena, is ordered t~
show cause at a hearing on the

t-Ll(ll

7th
day of

Aug.@ 10 a.m.

(i!..~1('('I/t-~1i~?fI.J1(.

1973, why the documents and objects described in paragraph

(VM.I.

1 of such schedule should not be produced as evidence before
the Grand Jury;
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2.

That at the hearing,

1;1,;::
·t·

or memoranda
Special

the Grand
3.

is authorized

the Grand

Jury's

to disclose

Jury to the extent

entitlement

And that the United

of Columbia
order

submitted

Prosecutor

ring before

and in any affid~vi'ts, b
....
riefs,
in connection
with this matter, the

is directed

necessary

States

for the District

Marshal

forthwith

petition

a copy of this

on Richard

(as Special

Counsel

any other

of suitab~e

ag~ and discretion

White
D. C.

House

Such service

on or before

1973, shall be deemed

the

M. Nixon,

to the President),

or the Old Executive,Office

30 >lit

or

at the

BUY-ding,

good and sufficient

7)

to show

of the subpoena;

J. Fred Buzhardt
person

occur-

to enforcement

to serve

and the above mentioned

matters

Washington,

30th
day of July

service.

John J. Sirica

Da ted:

i
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36.
SSC.

On July 30, 31 and August 1, 1973 Haldeman
Haldeman told the Committee

testified before the

that he had listened

to a tape recording

of a meeting between the President and Dean on March 21, 1973 from 10:12 to
11:55 a.m. that Haldeman had joined at 11:15 a.m.
pared while listening to the tape, Haldeman
conversation

between the President

and Dean.

Using notes he had pre-

testified about the entire
Haldeman

testified that on

March 21 the President had told Dean that there was no problem

in raising

one million dollars but that it would be wrong.
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I should point out one question that Mr. Dean raised rcgnrclin.., a
comment made by the President in his meeting of Fehrunr'y 27. He s~i(l
the President told him he wanted Dean to handle the 'Yntergatc matt-ias it was taking too much of Ehrlichmnnand
Haldeman's time and
they were principals in it. Dean indicates that he did not. understand
what it was the President meant by the statr-rnent that Haldeman
and Ehrlichrnan were principals. If this statement "as made, I think
.it is quite deal' in the context in which that meeting was held. At that
time the major issue was whether the President would permit his
principal aides to be called up to the Senate committee to testify. At
that time the President considered it inconceivable that anyone would
think that the mite
House counsel would be called to testify and,
therefore, "as not even considering the possibility of 1\Jr. Dean goin..,.
before the Senate hearings. He was concerned about the qllestio~
of Haldeman and Ehrlichrnan being called. In that sense, I was a
principal in the matter of executi ve pri vilege. It is significant that
the President. according to Dean's report, also emphasized that he
would never let Ehrlichrnan and Haldeman go to the Hill, and I
think it is in that connection that he would look at us as principals.

".

f "

The :\farch 13 meeting Mr. Dean had with the President shows
on the President's log as having run from 12:,B to 2, an 80-minute
meeting, approximately. The President's log also shows that I was in
that meetiriz for 1~ minutes from 12 :4-3to 12 :55. Mr. Dean has testified
that this was a long meeting, mainly regarding the Gray hearings
and Dean's invitation to appear there. He S:l}'Sthat toward the end
of the conversation they got into a discussion of "'atcgate matters and
the question of money demands being' made by the defendants, He
says that it "as during this conversation
that Haldeman came into
the office for ;1. brief interruption but th at Haldeman then stayed on.
It WJ\S then. Dean says. that he told the President there was no money
to p:ly the individuals: the President asked how much it would cost';
Dean cstimated Sl million; the President said that was no problem and
looked over at Haldeman and repeated that statement. Dean then
goes on to describe a conversation
regarding Executive clemency and
then back to the question of money, ending with n laugh from me
at Donn's comment that. next time he would be more knowledrrenble.
The loz. however. shows that I was in for 12 minutes at the beginning
ofthe meerinz and not at the end.
I han no notes on the ~farch 1:3 meeting and I have no recollection
of that meeting at all. I do not recall going into the President's office
and interrupting the meeting with .Iohu Denn, but I am sure that I
did if the 109" so indicates. However, I scr iouslv doubt that the conversation John Dean has described nctun lly took place on March 13.
I doubt it because of the difference in timing :lS shown in the Presidenfs 10"', but I also doubt it because a discussion of some of those
matters ;ctllally occurred during a lTlertin~ Oil )farch :21.
There is also a timing problem l'('!!arc~illg the mcet ing of )farch 21.
nee Dean has stuti«] that I was only til that ltI(>rtllll! for t lu- last tl
inutes or so when thr Presidrnt calkd 1\11' ill to Sll%!grstthat :\ merting he set lip with .Tohn :\Iitcllell. :\fy log inclicatl's that I was ill a

..

:

,
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meeting with the President
from 11 :l!5 to 11 :55 on the morning
of
~farch 21. I do recall that meeting and I recall being in it for snhstnntially more than t he f minutes that )[r. Dean remembers.
I was not present for the first hom of the meeting, hilt I did listen
h~ tape of the entire meeting-including
that portion
before I
em.
.
1'\'hile I am free to testify to everything which I can recall happening durinz the time I was present, the President
has directed that I
not testih
as to any facts which I learned solely by listening
to the
tape of the meeting.
My counsel will present a. letter* in this respect and I shall obey the
decision of the committee as to its ruling thereon. Depending
on" that
decision, I shall issue an appropriate
addendum
to this statement
concerninz the )far('h 21 meeting.
Mr. Wrr.sox. ~Ir. Vice Chairman.
Senator B,\KER [presiding].
Mr. Wilson.
Mr. Wrr.sox. I am obliged to present to the committee a communication which I received this morning from the White House and I would
like to read it, if I may, and a page carry a copy of it up to you while
I am doinz it,
.
Senator-BAKER. Would you proceed, xr-. Wilson?
Mr. WILSOX. It is addressed to me by :.\[r. Buzhardt.

.,

•

This concerns your inquiry !IS to tbe extent of the President's waiver or executive pri,ilE'ge with regard to the testtmonr of :lIr. Haldeman before the Senate Select Committee on Prestdenttal
Campaign Activittes. Your iuqulry was
directed to :lIr. Ealderaau's knowledge of the contents of tape recordings of con,
versations of meetings in the President's office on September 15, 1£),2, and :lIarch
21,1973.
Under tbe waiver of executive privilege stared by tbe President 011 :lIay 22,
1973, Mr. Haldeman is not constrn ined by any claim of executive privilege as to
con,ersations
at meetin;:;s which ::'tIr. Haldeman attended, if such conversations
fall within the )[ay 22. 11),3, gu idel ines.
If asked to te~tify as to facts which he Iea rned about meetlngs or portions of
meetings which he did not attend, hut of which he learned solely i:>ylist riling
to !l tape recording of such meeting', the Prestdenr has requested that you inform the Committee that :III'. Haldeman has l'pen lustruct ed by tll(' Presldont to
decline to testify to such matters. and that the Pres ideut, in SO tust ructlnc :'.rz·.
Haldeman, is doing so pursuant to the constitutlonal
doctrine (If separation
of
powers.

. '.

..

Mr. Wn.sox. :\fr. Vice Chairman, I hnve no argument to supplement
that letter.
S~nator B.\KF.R. :\[1'. 'Wilsoll. is it your preference that tho committee>
act on this at this point or wonld it be agn'rnble> for COllllscl to the COIllmittee to take that mattl'r
under achist'ment
until )[1'. Haldemall
finishes his .stntemt'nt ?
)1r. \\11-50:-'-. I think. sir. that if it is !lot incollWlliellt. and in onll'1' to
continue the cOlltinuity of thi~ :;t;~t"Ill('Ilt. if th(' \'()Illlllith'(' ('ollld act at
this time upon th:lt lC'ttp:~.. I thll~k It \\"'1I~1t1h" \'~I'Y ~\plpf1tl to \15..
Senator B.\KER. :Hr. 1'11,,011. If th.·rt, I:' Ill) olIJP"{Jt)n fmm th(' ('ommittee, and I !lot" that two IIlI'1Ilh"I::' of rb., ,,·Ollllltit.kt·-;-thn'l·
Itll'1ll1WI-:-; of
the committl'<' an: !lot pn':'t'llt-l
f. th(,rt, I:' Illl f~llJt",·tloll frolll :til,\' 1ll1'1\\ber of tltr ('ommlttt·C'. tit.· ~\)Illlllltl.·.· t!lt'll \\"111 :,tall.l ill r('l'l'~ while
we conf('r on this 1Il;\tt.,r.
[Rec('ss.]
.Th .. It'ttpr \\'H

,!t;.'!'lfi

~ub""'l,.. ntI1 r ......
' ....11I1111 ~I'I".~'" In H,....k

~:I~

"xhlhlt Xf'. 11::.

0 . jJ . pt.1 • '"
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Senator B.\liEH. Mr. Chairman,
let me ask one or two other qualifying questions
Oil the
statement.
As the chairman
pointed
out. Mr.
Haldeman,
we don't have the tapesand it looks like we a rc (roin" to
have a lawsuit over that, but just for the sake of further cstnblisl~nO"
the value or susceptibi lity .of misinterpretation
of the informatio~
you ~rcab~ut
to give us, dl~ }:Oll I:l fact listen to .the tapes, that is,
physically listen to them as distinguished
from reading a transcript
of
the tape?
Mr. H,\LDE){AX. Yes. There has been to mv knowledge no transcript
made of any of the tapesatany
time. I listened to the actual tape.
Senator B.-\KLR. Can you tell us "here you did it?
Mr. HALDF.)L-\x. I did the-I
listened to the March 21 tape in my
office at the mite
House, and I listened to the September
15 tape
in my residence.
Senator B.UU:R. All right. Can you tell us something
of the quality
of the tape, that is, were voices clearly dist inguishablc, were there periods when they were inaudible 1 ,Yhat was the general quality of the
recording?
'
~fr. R\LDOUX. The quality varies. Irs good at times and not good
at times. It's the kind of tape recording you have in a large room,
which the Oval Office is, there is a lot of echo and bounce, irs difficult
to follow the conversation completely but it is not by any means impossible.
Senator BAKER. Can you tell us whether or not those two tapes are

still L'1 existence ?
Mr. H_li.DDL-\X. I do not know, I hav-e no knowledge. They

..

were--

returned bv me to the ,Yhite House custodian and I have no Imow]decye
of where they are from that point on.
b
Senator B~\Ii:EP..Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator GLr.);El:-. ),11'. Clinirmn n. can I usk a question?
Senator ER\lX. One question then. "Who permitted
vou-s-were you
authorized
by thv President
to hen I" these tn pes ~
•
.
Mr. H,\I,uE)ux.
Yes, sir: as I indicated
in my statement,
I heard
the tapes at tl_le President's
authoriznt ion and for the purpose of reo
porting on their contents to the President.
Mr. -'YILSOX. )1r. Chairman.
may I make .a lawyer's
rcservnfion
with respect to your remark~'? In sorno other C~JI1t('xt before this hearing is over, I would appreciate
the OPPO!'ttll:lty to debate with you,
sir, the question of th~ extent of the con~tltlltl?n.al
doct rine of separation of powers, ~ometlmes en l}ecl. pxcI.:utl \"P prl vilege.
other words,
yon indicJted,
Sir, that yOt~ dldn t.tlullk thiS was u )"alld reason, and
I uathered und~r all occasIOns. I Just want YOll to know thnt. maybe
before ,,~ !~n' through h.ere
mny tak the librrty. if YOH will permit
me, of 1"151l1~ the questIOn In sonw ()t~ll'r cont(>xt.
Senator Ennx. Always gl~d to be WlSt'r today than I wns yestcnlny.
Senator GCR);ET.l'fr.
Chalrrnnn.
Senator ERVI);. Senator Gurney.
.
'
Sen,ltor Gcn»'""EY. :\lr. HaldeJllall, did Y01l t:1kt- notesnsyou
WCl"l' lisening to thl'S<' tapes?
.
1\lr. HALDF.){.\X. Yes: I did, Senator.
Senator Gcn:·a:y. And the notes \~('l"(' t:lhn simultaneollsly
wilh thl'
)istenin!? to the ta[)(>s '?
'
:Hr. I.f.u.DE){;\);. That is rOITl'ct.
"

Iz:

!

7

I
L
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Senator GURNEY.Thank you.
Senator IxoUYE. Mr. Chairman.
Senator Envrx, Senator Inouye.
Senator IXOl:YE. Iha ve a question. :'.[1'. Haldeman. who had physical custody of the tapes at the time of the hearing of them?
Mr. H.lLDE.)LlX. The Technical Security Division of the Secret
Service.
Senator Ixorrrr. mat person specifically 1
~1r. H.,\LDE)UX. I don't know. I don't 1.'110\\'. I obtained them
through :\[r. Bull, the man who replaced Mr. Butterfield as the President's aide.
Senator IxoUT"E.'Vas he there at all times?
Mr. HALDuu..'O. Pardon me?
Senator Ixorrrs, \fas he there at all times when the tapes were
,

..
,

.'

~~d'

'

~1r. HALDDll."O.No, sir: he was not there at all when the tapes were
played.
Senator INOuYE. We were told that the Secret Service had exclusive
custody over these tapes and they 'were left in your care.
Mr. HALDDI.AX.The particular tapes that I listened to, yes, sir.
Senator IxoUYE. Thank von very much.
Senator MOXTOYA.Mr. Chairman,
Senator Envrx. Senator Montova.
Senator .MOXTOY.\.Did I understand you to 5<.'l.y that you took the
September 15 tape to your home 1
Mr. HALDDL\X. That is correct.
Senator )IoxTOD. How long did you keep it there?
)1r. HALDE)I.\X. Overnizht,
Senator )IoXTOYA. 'Who was present when yon played this tape?
Mr. H,\LDE:lL\X.Xo one.
Senator l\{OXTOL\.\Vho was present when you played the March 21
tape?
'
Mr.1-I.ALDE)UX.~ 0 one.
Senator ER\lX. I think we subpenned those notes of yours. Did you
bring them 1
.
Mr. H.-\LDDL\X. No, sir; my notes are in the President's files, I don't
ha v e any notes.
Senator Envrx. Oh, the President keeps the notes and he keeps the
tapes. [Laughter.]
Mr. }L-\LDDUX. Yes, sir.
Senator Envrx. Anyway, we have made n ruling and we might as
w 1 proceed.
,;,Ir, H.-\LDnfAX [continues reading his statement). I will proceed
with the addendum on the. ).Iarch 21 meeting. I was present for the
final 40 minutes of the President's meeting with John Dean on the
morning of March 21. 'While I was not present for the first hour of
the meeting, I did listen to the tape of the entire meeting.
Following is the substance of that 1l11,t"ting to tho best of mv recollection.
.
Dean reported some faets n·ganlill,!! the p1:tlllling and lilt' brenk-in
of the D:NC and said again then' were no 1rhih' House personnel
involved. He felt :'.Iag-rwler was ful ly aware of the opcrat ion, but

,
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he was not sure about Mitchell. He said that Liddy had given him a.
full rundown rio-ht after "Watergate and that no one in theWhite
House was invofved. He said that his only concerns regarding the
"'hite House "ere in relation to. the Colson phone call to )[a<Tr'{lder,
which might indicate "White House ~ressure, and the possibili'h that
Haldeman got some of the "fruits'
of the bugging via St rachan
since he had been told the "fruits!' had been supplied to Strachan.
He outlined his role in the January plan rung meet.ings and recounted a report he said he made to me regarding the second of those
meetings.
Regarding the post-June 17 situation, he indicated concern about
two problems, money and clemency. He said that Colson had said
something to Hunt about clemency. He did not report any other
offers of clemency although he said he felt the defendants expected
it. The President confirmed that he could not ofIer clemency and
Dean agreed.
.
Regarding money, Dean said he and Haldeman were involved.
There "as a bad appearance which could be developed into a cireumstantial chain of evidence regarding obstruction of justice. He
said that Kalmbach had raised monev for the defendants: that. Haldeman had OKd the return of the $350,000 to the committee; and that
Dean had handled the dealings between the parties in doing this. He
said that the money was for la wyers' fees.
.
He also reported on a current Hunt blackmail threat. He said
Hunt was demanding $120.000 01' else we would tell about the seamy
rhinzs he had done for Ehrlichman. The President pursued this in
considerable detail, obviously trving to smoke out what was really
coinz on. He led Dean on regarding the process and what he would
~~co;'mend doing. He asked such things as-';Wr.lI.
this the thing
\·011 would recommend? "'lYe ought to do this 1 Is that right r and he
:15k(>d:"'\11ere the money would come from? How it would be dcli v"red ~" and :"0 on. He asked how much money would be involved oyer
t he Years and Dean said "probably
$1 million-but
the problem is that
rt is hard to mise." The President
said "there is no problem in rais:ll!! $1 million, we can do that, but it would be wrong.'
r have the
.'lear impression that he was trying to find out what it, was Dean was
savinz and "hat Dean was recommending. He was trying to get Dean's
view ~nd he was asking him leading questions in order to do that. This
is the method the President often used when he was moving toward a
-letermination.
Dean also mentioned his concern about other activities getting out,
-uch as the "Ellsberg" break-in, something regarding Brookings.
Ihe other Hunt activities for Colson on Chappaquiddick,
the Segretti
matter, use of Kalmbach funds, et cetera .
"-hen I entered the meeting. thr re was another discussion rt'g-:lrd:rl!_!" the Hunt threat and the President again explored in considerable
-l-pth the various options nnd tried to draw Dean onto on his rccornltil'IHlation.
The meet inz tlH>n tllrned to the fjl1cstion of ltO\\' to dC':ll with this
.;illl:ttioll and till' PrC'sidl'lIt lllC'ntiollrd Ehrli('llIllall'~
rrI'OIllIIll'::rht;nn
Ibl ('\"('I'ybody shouhl go to thl' gral\d jlll'.Y. Tltr Prl'~id,'nt t(\\d J)l';ln
I" "xplol"e a 110 f tit is with IIa Idclllan, Ell rlicltlll~\Il. and )IitdH>ll.
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There was no discussion while I was in the room-nor
de I recall
any discussion on the tllpe-on the question of clemency in the context of the President saying that he had discussed this with Ehrlichman and with Colson. The only mention of clemency was Dean's
report that Colson had discussed clemency with Hunt and the President's statement that he could not offer clemency and Dean's agree. ment-e-plus a comment that Dean thought the others expected it.
Dean mentioned several times during this meeting his awareness
that he was telling the President things the President had known
nothing about.
.
I have to surmise that there is a genuine confusion in ~rr. Dean's
mind as to what happened on March 13 versus what happened on
March 21, because some of what he describes in quite vivid detail as
happening on ~Iarch 13 did: in fact, happen on March 21. The point
about my laughing at his being more knowledgeable next time, and
the question that he says he raised on March 13 regarding the Sl

:!ion

are so accurately described,up to a point, as to what reaI1y

rfs~ned on March 21 that I believe he is confused between the two

..

Mr. Dean's recollection that the President had told him on March 13
that Ehrlichman had discussed
offer of clemency to Hunt with him,
and he had also discussed Hunt's clemency with:- Colson is at total
variance with everything that I have ever heard from the President,
Ehrlichman, or Colson. I don't recall such a discussion in either the
March 13 or the ~Iarch 21 meetinz,
Now, to the question of impression. Mr. Dean drew the erroneous
conclusion that the President was fully knowledgeable of the coverup
at the time of the March 13 meeting inthe sense: First of being aware
that money had been paid for silence. and that, second, the money demands could reach $1 million and that the President said that was
no problem. He drew his conclusion from a hypothetical discussion
of question since the President told me later that he had 1\0 intention
to do anything whatever about money and had no knowledge of the
so-called coverup.
I had no difficulty accepting the President's version based 011 years
of very close association with President Nixon an..d on hundreds of
hours of meetings with him. Having observed the President over thoseyears in many di fferent situations, it was very clear to me 01\ March
21 that the President was exploring and probing, that he was surprised, that he was trying to find out what in the world was going on.
He did not understand how this all fit. together and he was trying- to
find out. I was pushing hard for that kind of information from Mr.
Dean.
The President, further. was concerned about how this ought to be
dealt with and he WlS interested in getting' views from Eln-lichm.m,
Dean. Hnldeman, and ~litchell because he felt that those views might
be enlishtenina as to what the true situation was,
For tblt re;son he asked that. the meeting l)t' held with the four of
us in the immediate future and such a meding' was scheduled the next

an

r

day.

Sellator B.\1iF.R [i nte nu pt ing-l. ~rl'.Haldeman,
is that the end of your nddcndurn ?
Mr. H,\LDE)[AX. Yes, it is.

before

yon continue.
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Senato)' n,\ln:R. I see Senator Inouye has returned now and I am
past my time, and if I. may, I \yill a~k one more question before I yield
to him. You know this tape situation has gotten to be a pretty celebrated affair.
Mr. HALDE;\L\N. Yes, sir j I understand
that.
Senator BAln:n. And vou understand
that I made the motion to institute litigation to test the privilege of the President to withhold that
information
from us, and that I feE'1 very strongly about this subject.
As I have indicated
earlier, I think my concern in that respect is
heightRned by YOllr testimony and your reference to portions of that
tape. I also rf'marked. parenthetically
to Mr. Wilson, that I gazed deer
into his eyes and could not divine quite what was going on and I still
. cannot. and I am going to continue to tantalize him a little with that.
iat I want to point out to vou is that one statement in your addendum
ms to me to be of oxt raord inarv importance
and I want to test the
curacy of your recollection and the quality of your note-taking
from
those tapes, and I am referring to the last, next to the last, no, the third
from the last sentence on page 2, which reads, "The President
said
there is no problem in raising $1 mil1ion. 'Ve can do that but it would
be wrong,"
Now, ~f the period were to follow after :tWe can do that," it wou ld be
a most damning st.iternent. If, in fact. the tapes clearly show he said
"but it would be wronz," it is nn entirely different context, Now, how
sure are YOll. ".\Ir. Haldeman, that those tapes. in fact say that?
Mr. HALDDL\~, I am absolutelv
positive th:tt the tapes-Senator BAKER. Did you hear it with vour own voice i
Mr. I-L\T,DE)L\~. With my own cars,
Senator R\I\:G{' I mean "with vour own ears. 'Vas there any distortion ill tho qualitv of the rape in that rrsprct?
,-.-!.?\~H,\LDDL\s.
:\'0: I do not believe so.
Sonntor
B,\l\:ER. ",\11'. Haldeman.
rn v final question
as a follow-on
to that is do von !la\'c anv idea whether or not any other witnesses
who were present at other Presidential
convorsnt ions that relate to the
mandate of this committee to inquire. mig1lt also br entitled to hoar
those tapes as thev relate to their conversations
in order to refresh
their recol1~tion ?
Mr. HALDDr.\~. I do not know. Senator. But I-it
is mv under. standing that no one would. In the first place, almost-I
do not think
anvbodv that has app€ared or will appear before this committee knew
ofthe existence of the tapes.
•
Senator B.\KEP.. \Vllat about .John Dean? He knows now,
Mr. IL\T,J)DL\::-'-. He knows now.
S('natol' Bxxrn, Do von have any idea that :\[1'. Dean would he permitted to ero to the ,Vhite House and Iiston to those tapes?
Mr. H.\~nnr.\~. No, sir, it is my lIndrl'standing
that no one lIas been
nor will be,
Senator BAKER, Is th(' rationale- for ~'oul' utilization
of thC'tn tllnt
it is an aid to thr. l'rfl:cshing of yom J'C'coll(,ctiol1 for reporting
to thr
PI'('sidr.nt as a formrr staff n1rmbcr?
:Mr. I-L\T.DDL\~. Yrs.
Srnator
B,\KER. -Would not that. pn'ris('ly
('xact :-;ituation apply to
.Tohn Dean?
.

i
I

I
I

I
I

I

I

•
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Oval

D in
E caught me why Gray

\Ollhldg - instr frn us?
we sd no further data - but he ~ade dec. on his ow
won't review anything wi us .
disc of Gray strategy - rc FBI files - Ervin etc.

any further word on Sullivan? he's going to be over to see me
want to sec \Vhat he has
D

267

reason for this 1'01 - you don't know wha t I know
so diff to make judgmts
overall - no dbt re seriousness - cancer close to Pdcy
growing daily, compounds itself being blkmld, people wI start perjury to protect others
no assurance it won't bust

Wtgte
std

wi

instr to me from H to set up legit intell op.
r turned to Caulfield cause not fam. wI this
told him come up wi plan.
consensus was Caulfield not man to do this
after rejected - I was told 1701 - came up wi Liddy
had done extremely sens. thgs at HH
1e Ellsbergs Dr's office etc
Krogh sd gd man + gd Lawyc r

284

000001

so Hag sd to M Hll is pushing us
so M sd go ahead - not knowing plan
had lot of diff targets
info did come to Str & to H - no doubt about
Str knew what it was - H may not have
D - "I've never pushed them on this cause hurts
to give extra inch,
H even gave instr to chg capab. from Musk to MeG
& L decided to bug McG
never bugged NcG info was coming over here
next time I aware - Jun 17 - brkin.
put pieces together
ask'd L - anyone in h'H - L scino
how happened - L pushed by :!:1::;
Nag sd WI not happy ,.:/
~,I1c1t
g e t t i ng
D thks it wa s St r s a yi rig H not happy
P - cant sec why doing it
D - probing info rc Convs
Mag is totally knowlod g bi on whole thing
don'!.:

know

hOI. much

292 nag did perjure
t IlC~y r;J n t·"
(~:;.:.
if that's

kno l r-dg c

}1

hnd

!;elf
""'
"J.. ..
,_

- 1)

>,,:·j·.l· ~
d
--

(1")',1'
t
,

yr. stry - fine

know
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look
t o l.d

mt. rl - 1-1 harl

h i.ru to

L. dcv cI plan - after

s cn t: h lm to \11[
hir cd <It: CI.~l'

for

~:[()t~h

at r!' ~ r c L'~; plan
I. laid out mill
$ p la n - Lnc rcd Lb Lc

Hag called

lJ t o Iiltg

blackbag, ki.d uap, p ros t.Lt , bugging,·c.ut..:0ing
N sat puffing -I- laughing - agrees inerid
2nd mtg - D in at tail end - same kind of stuff
D sd these ace not things to elise :i.n
off of AG
(trying to get M off hook)
told them to pack up & get allt - r ccxam
Nag - N - L & D
came back & told H - g row Lng disaster - HI! out
H agreed
D ~hot t'd off - last he heard of it
had dIgs w/ L after - never tlkd about it.

D puts pieces together
L came up wI another plan apparently
didn't get it approved
so L & Hunt saw Co l.s- Gals t Ld Nag - fish or cut bait
~f you dont use the~ I will - apptly Feb
D assumes Gals knew what tlkg about
probly deny & get away \'1/ it
eo Is 'hclp~d to get it off dime
p _

thks IT assumed, they had a proper op
&'thru Str started pushing them for info

000003

Mag did know & spec. instrd to go into DNC
I

297

honestly bel no one over here knew
Bob I don't blv spe~ifically knew
Str did know
Bob knew there was a capacity

Post Jun 17
I was under clr instr not to invest
worked on theory of cntrnnt
totally awa rc YBI S. GJ - & had to
Peterson's a soldier - kept me informed
blvs in you & this Admin
made sure invest. na rrowcd
nothing improper
ran out to fullest extent
p _

302

why didn't call IT
D
- no reason to call him
Str appeared - as result of coaching - to be dumbest

L deal w/ Kldst at Bng Tree CC
they std making demands - attys fees
yr asking us to t<lke this l:hru elect
so arrgmnts
made t hru ~I - I \':Cl~' present
they h<ld to b c t.a kcn c arc of - fees done
Kl.inb

r a Ls cd

some

to

ca sh -

Hun ts Lu.vc r -

h i.s

w

lf c \,'a~; t~kll\i~

$ t , CUb:l:)S
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li(lh

i IlV

l~;

& it:.:;

P -

how

E i s T ill'! 11 is
o bs t r of ju~~Li.ce

II Lnv

D - rail out of $ - 350 in ~a[e - polling

D

so they came ber.e - I wcn t to II
H sd wha t [or - I told him
decided no price too high to pay to blow before

elect.

1'101., w l, be cant. bLkrna i L by Hunt L. McC
Co Is hael tlkc1 indir to lIunt re commutation

don't

thk Sen can find this - all cash

311 the blm 1 is cant
Hunt called Lawy cr O'B at eRP Er L - Lawyer to me
H d~ndg 72 personal
50 atty fees
by close bus yest - affairs in order - sentence Fri
D sd you carac to wr orig man - L'jn not inv. in $
don't know thing about it - cant help you
OrB grt ball player - safe - no prob
Hunt made dir thrt agst E - blkmail
I wI bring E to his knees - put him in jail
E11sberg & other- things - I don't know extent

314

Hherc

arc soft pts - how many

people

000005

know?

Cubans were same H & L used in Calif brkin
H & L fully awa r c it. 'vas right out of HH
P _ Hhy
D - I don't know
Cpl thgs here I've gotten wind of
one time 2nd story job on Brookings
was told E instrd it -ckd, he said ,turn it [unreadable]
& I did - not worth it
\-1hoknows
Cubans lauyer - Rothblatt - no good SOB
F Lee Bailey - came in to cool Rothblat t down
Bittman
OrB 'I- Park - they're solid,
all principals - some wives
320

P. pt someone did raise
that's

extent

but they know
- l'IrsHunt who Lc pic

Hunt commutation

of knowledge

soft spots
1 _ c o n t g . blkrnai.l - not just now , when in prison etc.
~ 'wI compound obstr justJ.cc & cost $'
people here aren't pros - dOll't knov ho~ to do this
P _ may be we can't
D _ that's

right

- plus prob ra LsLng

$
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H is wo r k i ug on $
no d cnyLng II - E - I Lnvl.vd -Ln early $ r ai s i.ng
I' _ hO\-I much $
D -- Hill
d o Ll a rs over ncx t fc'", y rs .
p - you need the money we can get the money
.He can get in cash - I know wh e rc can be got ten
but q is who can hdl it
D thats right
D - H shLd be ch rgd \.J/ that & g t p ro s to help him
he has l.aR getting it
D told him that's a\07ful
tlkd to Pappas
P - I know
Pappas agreed to help

- --~
')

"

','

P thkg out loud here
D -

328

- wId you put it thru Cuban

Com

no

P - some wI be cash
is Cuban an obstr just
wId that give it a cover?
D - some for Cubans & Hunt
- Then have L - NcC doesn't
McC's not a bought man right now

growing cancer
i e
1) Krogh perjured before GJ - haunted by it
says I haven't had a pleasant day on my job
told wife cause curtain may ring down
perjured re did he know the Cubans?
sd he didn't
2) M & Mag potential perjurers
3) pass of any individl blowing

L strongest

334

want

$

000007

of all

P _ y r major, one to control is Hunt cause knows so much
D - right
-hc cld sink Cols.
thks Cols abandoned him
- no $
P _ looking at imm prob - don't you have to hdl
H's finan sit
D - I tlkd M re that last nite
P - got to keep the cap on the,bottle: that much
D ~ That's right
P _ either that or let it all blow right now
D - that's the q.

Klmbach
- at Jan 69 had $1,7 mill to keep
boxes ult to Calif.
know lcd gc of this
spent a good deal since 69 - hard to aeet for
ie sao th for priv. polling
- nothing wr ong
sent 1.00 th to South for a no rh c r cane! (\\'::tllace)
mentnd Tony - \,110 d it! Chapp study
P _- I heard about
t h.i t,

in

937

no t hi ng illcg~ll
_- but c xp lo s Lv c
don't
know <1nything
illC'g;ll- cxc cp t

\-",)I\'t.

b low wh i s tI c

ie they'll ask hill1 re Scgrctti.
wh c rc get c a sh etc
I' _- how wld you hd l lll;lt

n -

bn rh o r ClH~
just
p nlLt.

dtl(!!;nL

-

not
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in~;

OiJOnml

other

vu ls _.
runaway CJ in NY - M & Stnns
wI try to drive E into that
Don N Jr etc
E may have to appear at that CJ - no priv.

that's

352

the overall

pic

re Seg - H did authorize - ck
potential felony chg v. C
has to disprove his control of Seg
. usc of stats re interfccc wI campaign
P - not too concerned - prob on PR side
D - real prob is growing sit - support for Wgtc
& need for some to perjure
if this ev~r blows & we're in a cover up s~t
extremely damaging to you
ie if starts brkg & they find crim cases agst H, D, M, E
P - coming down to that fact we cannot take the heat
we have to share it a little
D - thatsright
H & E & H & I shld sit down
spend a day or however long to fig out
1 - how carve this away from you so docs not dam you
or Pdcy
I know frm our convs these arc thgs you
have no knowledge of

000009
P - trigger

man was Cols on this

D - well he was just in the chain
P

1

will this brk someday-domino
sit
H accused of thgs never heard of.
Pewl be hurt most

D - I am not confid we can ride thTu this
there arc soft spots
everybody
looking out for self - criminal.
we were able to hold for a long time
my facility hampered by Gray on front page
P _ supps

YOLl

& H & E & N rut out

full d i sc l .

D - One way - P tell AG for another GJ
avoid crim liab for many & min for rest
by thkg thru .immuni.ty
but some have to go to jail

-

ie Hag

- Lc ts t.alk abou t t ha t
D - I think I vlel for one r - oh hell no
D - can see people pt~ finger
P _ YOll wc rc doing <1S counsel
- ob s t r just
could cut it off at the p<1~~S
J) th k (.J I pt· 0 [I C () 0 rd. \.J I D. J II S I

P - who
363

Pete
put

on l y one

together

I
-\.J/

kn ow b r ight
I1I<lX

S('P

cnu f

ro

a d v i.s c u s

[uu rc ad.rb l o ] ,\ u i n im.r l

cI:lill

10

.l n.I i v id n.i Ls

OO(lOIO
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have LILLII in h iru--r c ob s r r j u,; t
D -

367

I've been conduit of info tkg care of people
who wcr c guilty of c rImc s ;
the blkr:tail

suppose you got the money & way to helle it
w l.d seen to me that w Ld be wo r t hwh i l.c
hC1ve prob Hunt clemency
D - right E, the others - may be untenable
not sure you can deliv on c Lcm
P
not before 74 elect for sure
D - may fur ther involve YOll
P - & its wr ong
D - there've been some bad judgmts made
& some nec. judgmts made before elect
can't burden 2nd Admin wi something that won't go away
has to be ...
who else po tential c rj.m.
D - E, conspirto
burg Ellsberg
picture was in files - not buried
why phone at \·,'"H in sccy 's name
p -

don't have a plan - but shld thk in terms,
how to cut losses, not further compound

P - but at moment don't you agree better take the
Hunt thing
000011

E

& ,H have met wi D - never w/ M

H has potential
indicted

crim liab frankly

- maybe never convicted

P _ if they're

going to be indicted - better to tough
cut our losses - but if it blaHs vI never recover
so fight it out - no one testify
r~alize wkncss re blkmail

it thru

D - get you up & out & away from it
or hunker down & fight at every turn.
& hope Fe can do it. & take the heat
consid - bef Cab & Idrs etc.
re my invest D - if we go that route I can give a SJWh'

p _ still

P _ most cliff

p roh arc

& c Lcmcric y -

the guys going
t o jai.l
11l1\,
long w I they sit.

l' - ha v o r!~t~~ fa~;t - r o.lay - t omo r r ow
J)
II t. E don' t \J au 1.: tot 1k to H
II .::l~rL'l'~~ yOll shIt! have f ac rs

OO(l012
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II in s omcwhc rc

)

chg

\,,1

D

can

t hcrn

b Lkrnl g us

r

I tlkd \vl E .. so be can get a'vray from this.
he reco II1tgat earliest time
pushes for mtg HEN
don't want Moore there.
decide - then let me know
tell them exactly wha t you told me
re obstr etc
then see vhat the line is
stonewall & take heat?
analyze vul. pts. HunE

Hunt blaH uhistle

398

P - pt is all the secys etc know
·0

tells H for first time re Co Is - Hag phonecall

P - Hunt prob is serious cause of ~llsberg
o - put on nat'l sec basis
but vhy not CIA or FBI

1134

o -

H - cause we were ckg them
can probly get by on that
solves Krogh prob - Has treason

P must have talk HI M
000013

418

lll'6

P either decide so many crim probs -:not pubfor 1.JH staff
H - q Hhere cut o~f pt is -pass of L - where ar now
req's continued perjury by Nag
p - & req's total control over all dc£dts
o Hunts playing hard ball -wi re E etc.
H - what wi? $ (obviously first I knew)
P - 120 th - easy to get - not easy to deliver
Try to cut losses - won't work - in end bleed to death & look like coverup.
have to look at what they arc
avoid crim liab. - Bob, C, Str & M
H - & Hag if you can
p - 0 says if ~;ag goes down pulls all toll hi.m
another \.Jaycant. to try to fi.ght it
req. 1 mill dollars to take care of defs
that can be nrrgd.
but they'd cr-ack.after Herre gone
best people won ' t care that:much
ve can't clcl. on clemency - Cols promises
I) -

Hunt

t

Lkg out by Xr!l<1S
H - t hi s year?
ays th:lt's
his c ornmtmt; f ro.n Co l s ,
H - ['1.1
has control of pa ro J.cbtlj, sa ys we can del.
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p a ro Ic

P
1.)0

D - our grtst j co pa rdy is
P - we c a n get
the $ - no
but can't provide
money can be provided
II - don't sec any way \..'l!
trying to give
D - we're already deeply

to pay the b lkrnail.
p rob ".,j t ha t
the clemency
- M can provide wny to deliver
or anyone in W-[ involved in
up money
enuf i~ that That's the prob

they ran out of Kmb ach money cause a I t.or the 350 that T,.J/ [unr cade b l.c ]
to explain what it was for
H - tha t wa s sent to LaR whc rc b l.gd - in pieces
& balance was all ret'd to LaRue - but no recpt.
we cldn't cant. piecemeal giving - wId tell H - he'd get Str to go
up to safe

D - when

&

I had

t

1

D - every time asked had to get Str to safe
& take to LaR a forever operation
H - this was loans to be replenished
D - they'll have hell of a time proving it.
P
back to money - the mill $ ways to get it &
hard place your view is - hell wI [unreadable]
that's the way to do it isn't it?

say to them it's all off

H - only way can live wI - cauSe down years
had to get thru Nov 7 - no q.
cld have sold out to Dems.
P
so let it go - they blow wh i s t lc - the clean way
i~ that really yr rec?
D - no - not necessarily the cleanest way
is tficr c way to get our story before GJ - they mv \.JH
haven't that that thru

D - these fellows

.

')00015
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P __ -'_, has

raised o t of GJ - don't
kn ow how you cia it
have ~,1-1. called before it
gives reason not to ~o to Corlrl .
puts it in exec session. r u Lc s or ev i.d.
disc re GJ procedure & what can do
'
Hill much worse to deal wI
wh a t do to Ervin
COr1,;] - etc
D. of spec- piosec,
i ~.
;Il.'_-'.
t
A n A u.
D - ~.!ld like to 1aVL~ P. L~.e
.'-'
- _._
~
r

C

L

d

c

ad

v

u

s

I

all
d~fclt~;b a ck C, il:1r.ll!nLcE' then
good - t h e v I II Stoll<;'h'~111
C':-:. [lu n t .- t;l;! t ':-; l lu n t s I' r' Il t v ,
,
1
.' - ['''''1''''
r h i u- vo u v o I.:,)t no d~,)il.·l'
I' -- r.h.: t ~; \,' 1 Y _(\ t _ .1 .. " u
is t h.i r T" i r h t

D -

US At

tv

"'0n-'

",I

t do

pull
any

l

I

- _ .. - ._"_ ... ,;,:[ \:I,~:(I- -lri)-;:,- -i';~i-j_~,~t-i~;~:ror i~'.i n a l
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That I s right
w lcl you ag rcc t ha t
P - if that ,,1 buy time - better damn '.ve Ll. get that done
D - I thk he ought to be given SOlT''2 si g , anyway
P - for CIS 8<1ke get it in a Hay that whose going to talk to him - Co Ls o n - he I s the one
1J -- we Ll, Co Ls cloesn't have any Money -- that's the thing
onc of real probs - they hav?n't been able to raise $
mill in cash is very cliff nr6b
as \Ve've disc before
M has tlk'd to Pappas I callecl;him last John asked me to call h Lm last ni t e after our disc.
& after you'd met wi John to see where that \Vas
D

000016

2.
have you tlkd wi Pappas all in code cause }ll~ on phone
did you tlk to the Greek - M Yes I have
is the Greek bearing gifts - M well I want to call
you t omo rrov on that
- \VeIl look what is it YOll need on that
- it sounds easy - but that's our brkclwn
_ well if you had it - ~ow \VId you get it to somebody
.- La R Lv s it in mail boxes - someone phones Hunt
we're a bunch of amateurs in that bus.
- that was the thing \Ve thot M ought to be able to
find somebody to do that sort of thing
none of us know how to
- have to wash - to Vegas - NYC
lrnd all this after fact
get shape for next time around

&

P

D
P
D

H

D

H

I said

what

about

the money

\Ve moved

back

frm here

D - they Day have sane
H

Kalmbach DI.lSthave some
Kalrn doesn't have a cent
H
the 350 was all we saved
~c're so square we get cau01
P - suggest this the GJ thing has appeal - at least \.Je're coop ,

D

000017

3.
D .- once \.J(~ s t a r t t1lCt-C'~; n o control
did a~azing job kcenin~ on track before
1 knew whc ro t hcv we r e going
P __ whn

n

t

h~lppcns n t r.J

·dep(~r!d.;

~:, ~~'!"';lt:'!:l~~S:l\,S

_._-._-_ -.-- -.~.-.'- --~-----__ -----_. --~----- --_. ----P(,f'VI1"il

ft'(\nl

i''lllj,·'

in/·t·

t'\r',.if",1

-

ch~~J~;h i~; s t r v
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H -

lhat'~

the b e s

t

l(~1J0ra(~e

on

.1['1,

ir"lunilv
b ave ietstp o r ob .
D - we have
control of who t~lev irlC~,-wiz8
p ._ th~g
how P looks _ vc ' d he COOO:;I'at £n(':
unless

t h e v Y',lv(-! h i.n

then

that'

s whe r e s h l d be

done

.. GJ

then exec priv before C0C18
H do we agree to ris CJ transcricts
D ._
that's not U'J to us .- UD to Court
disc. of GJ route
H to our interest to get it out
p - other

pass
1 - hell HI it ._ can 1 t raise $ ~- HU!1t b Lov T·~'histle
raises prohs - get ~a~ - pass Cols. - M.
D - starts whole FBI again
r.!i~ht~et E D - Krogh <;0 d own in smoke
::at,Sec won I t sell in c riri sit.
p _ we hnve no choice on Hunt - eventually \-11 b Lo-v
000018

4.
D -see

how we can lav out everything we know to GJ
.so if HU:1t b Lows .. He've a Lr ead y told it
not incl E deal _ cause HU:1t ~o to jail for that
don't go into Natl Sec area

p

p ._ other

thing ._ have GJ & Con
GJ apoeals .~ cause P nakes the move
thatls th2 place to do it.
can't risk M gci:1g
third is just hunker car·m & figh~ it

D - that's a high risk
D

somethihg
p

wl hrk

wI look like P. is cov2rin~

UP

D- have to look at other alts
p_

middle ~rd of GJ & finally
or puh stat w/c GJ
disc.
have to move fast if sentence

on Yri.

D- AG cld call Sirica ~, a sk de Lav scn t
l:lclf;t has f,ooJ ral')ort
vl Sid en

t vo

'.,ks·

- ----- .... -.-- ~--.. - . -... -.-i c~ 1.',:, L

p~:,·'.'~)~,i
'f:;'-;;-~I-'j~;/i
.,~
i :IC tor

[11014]

5 .
D - the person 1 feel He cld usc is Pete
awkw ard - but rer:lOveh1:.1-- to dis. ~·!I hLn
spec. assn't here
advise ",hat is ohstr - etc.
P - how HId you get him out
D
appeal elir to Pete
p P call in 2_S spec. c oun s to m-!.
rather than D?
D cld Tec. that to P.
(D didn't seen to kno~ Pete planning to Iv)
Flw see if KIds & can put off
2 - get :--! d ovn t omo r row -- disc. this
H
why not tonight
p _ rIll mt wI grp - or D report to me at end
I shid stay away from M side of this

1365

- good to cousie! these options
when have right plan
no doubt you were right before election
need new plan now
H - have to tutn off erosion - cones to P.
at any cost
disc.
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37.

On or about August 9, 1973 Cox met with Richardson

a file of documents concerning campaign contributions
then in the posse~sion
of Justice.

Richardson

turn the milk producers
Richardson

and requested

QY milk producers

of laWyers in the Civil Division of the Department
called Buzhardt and told him that he wanted to
file over to Cox.

Buzhardt later called

and told him not to give the file to Cox.

37.1

Archibald Cox testimony, SJC, 1 Special Prosecutor
Hearings 18.

37.2

Elliot Richardson testimony, SJC, 1 Special
Prosecutor Hearings 267-68.

37.3

Memorandum from Elliot Richardson to J. Fred
Buzhardt, August 13, 1973, SJC, 1 Special Prosecutor Hearings 288-89.
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18

nother example of our inability
to get papers hils to do with the
so~alled
milk producers
file. Bar.k, I urn afraid I can't tell vou the
date, but back several months ago I was with the Attornev
GCIl(,l"nl
one day and I said : Look, the file of papers on the milk producers j,.;
in the possession of the lawyers of the Civil Division, and I have been
trying to ~ct it from the President's
counsel. If the Civil Division (::111
see it, I don't see why I can't see it.
And the Attorney
General said: Well, I nzrce with you, I don't see
why you can't see it. I will tell them to turn it. over to you.
He stopped
and said: I'd better tell the President's
counsel that
I'm doing this before I do it, and when he did tell him he was forbidden
to turn it. over .
....._;.;:;: much for that group of things.
here are, of course, and I need only mention them, to make the
Jist complete,
tapes and memoranda
relating
to conversations
with
the President.
I have already mentioned
the subject of delay, and I
have referred in general terms to taking papers from one set of files
and putting them among Presidential
pappr;;. An individual
came to
the office who, well, he was a member of the White House staff, and
while I don't think I should identify him, I think it is worthwhile
reading a summary
of part of the interview:
X also explained that
immediately
after Y testified before the Senate Watergute
Committee,
Y indicated to X that the Senate was going to subpoena X and Y'"
political files. X consulted
with ~Ir. Buzhardt
who determined
th:lt
to avoid the subpoena
problem all of Y's political files should be
deposited
in the President's
files. That day X combed his files find
deposited the relevunt material in thePresident's files.
I am relvinz on hearsay,
but I understand
that we hud that experience intrying
to get Hunt's pass to the White House, ulthouzh
we finally did ~et it, I must emphasize,
and YOIl heard me refer \0
papers of Egil Krogh which had been taken out of his files and put
into the President's files.
I want to say one thing more on the subject of obtaining
paper-i:
<'I do think that it is only fair to note t hat during this period we were
onzazed in litigation
over the extent of Presidential
privilege,
and
litlga~tion lwei been going Oil since sometime in July. I did not pre-s
reuuests that I might otherwise haw pressed because it seemed to I1H\
t!llit we ought to get the test case out of the way first. I did not attempt
to go publi-c on it because it seemed to me th~lt the lln.S\\-er would be :
'Well, you don't really expect _us to. comply with all till'; while we an'
finding out the extent of Presidential
privilege.
Xo~· that that question has been adjudicated
I would cxpect that
the office \\·ould have a very Inrge nnmber
of requests
and would
take out a very large numb!:'r of subpenus becflnse there are mlllly
pltpers which ought to be obtained and ;;crutinized.
Agltin, I wlmt to
emphasize that \\"untin~ to see n paper doe., not menn that it contllin,;
something
evil or incUlpatory.
~faybe ju"t the reverse. It is just. n"
important
if it is the reverse.
.
.
I hn\"e indicated-I'm
sorry to be ;;0 lon~\\"lIldcd, but I \\·111 try to
hmrv on here-I
have indicated
that I thought
that It stittut01T
office of Speeial Proseelltol" should be erellted: I wOlllt! emphnsiz~\
that he should have independent
POI\"(_'f"<;. It seCl.ns to me imperntin\
thut his jurisdiction
be Itt lenst as brotHl 11'; the jurisdiction
that "-a,,
gin.n to mc. I noted, I think I qllotE' it c·oITe(·tly, thltt in the pn'':'';

\
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The CHAIIDIAN.Senator Tunney.
Senator TUNNEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Richardson, I would like to join with those colleagues on this
committee who have complimented you on the job you did as Attorney
General.
I personally think that you were one of the really outstanding
Attorney Generals that this country has had and I personally am
deeply disappointed that you are not going to be in the office for the
next 3 years so that we could have the benefit of your intelligence and
wisdom.
Mr. RICHARDSON.Thank you very much, Senator Tunney.
Senator TUNNEY. And it IS said from the heart. Yours is really a
very fine example of the kind of job that can be done by a person in
very difficult circumstances when that individual has the integrity
that you have.
I would like to ask: you a few questions that relate to testimony by
Mr. Cox and some of the things you said today.
In his testimony to our committee, Mr. Cox refers to your role in
helping him to secure documents in the milk case in the Civil Division.
I just quote:
Back. I am afraid I cannot tell you the date, but back several months ago I
was with the Attorney General one day and I said: Look, the file of papers on the
milk producers is in possession of the law-yers of the Civil Division, and I have
been trying to get it from the President's counsel. If the Civil Division can see it,
I do not see why I cannot see it. And the Attorney General said: Well, I agree
with you, I don't see why you can't see it. I will tell them to tum it over to you.
He stopped and said: I'd better tell the President's counsel that I am doing this
before I do it, and when he did tell him he was forbidden to turn it over.

That is in the first day of this hearing, October 29. Do you have
that transcript?
Mr. RICHARDSON.Yes, I do.
Senator TUNNEY. Starting with the paragraph, "Another example
of our inability to get papers having to do with the so-called milk
producers file."
Mr. RICHARDSON.Yes; I have it.
Senator TUNNEY. I just was wondering why you were forbidden
to turn over those papers to Mr. Cox?
.
Mr. RICHARDSON.They were in this instance so-called Presidential
documents. We were engaged in civil litigation involving the same
case and a careful classification had been made of the papers and
these fell within what I think would cleraly be regarded as the category
of Presidential papers, and so the question then was whether or not I
had in effect the authority to make them available in the circumstances-it
seemed to me something that I ought at least to raise.
I thought it ought to be done, and I did continue to urge that it
be done and I included among the papers that were furnished to you
this morning a memorandum
dated August 13, from me to Mr.
Buzhardt, in which I restated the reasons why I thought this should
be done.
The key point was that "The papers are in the possession of this
Department"-I
am reading from the memorandumAnd have been reviewed by attorneys in the Civil Division as well as in my
immediate office. Cox is an emfloyee of this Department whose a.uthority derives
solely from delegation by me. can find no plausible basis for denying him access
to papers which are available to other personnel of this Department,

_ i
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Senator TUNNEY. The fact that they were with the Civil Division
did not in any way destroy the defense that they were privileO'ed
documents, Presidential documents?
<>
Mr. RICHARDSON.Well, I think if I understand you, the situation
is the converse. The fact that they were in the hands of the Civil
Division was in itself, it seems to me, a reason why they should be
equally available to the Special Prosecutor.
Senator TUNNEY. Right.
.
Mr. RICHARDSON.There was no-I never got a response ultimately
to this letter of August 13. It was a matter of finding in Mr. Buzharclt's
e appropriate opportunity for me to take it up directly with the
siclent and, because of the Agnew situation primarily, the opporty just did not come. But it was in a sense unfinished business.
.But I think this is one of the things which this hiatus, whatever
vou call it, now seems to me to create-an
opportunity to get settled
definitions along with access to other documents as well.
Senator TUNNEY. Mr. Richardson, with respect to the comments
that Mr. Bork has made on the constitutionality
of legislation that
is before this committee, particularly that legislation which would
have the courts as the appointing authority of the Special Prosecutor,
I wonder if, in view of the comments that you have made on the
restrictions that necessarily ought to be imposed on removal of any
Special Prosecutor, assuming that he is appointed by the President,
if restrictions can be placed on such a Special Prosecutor's removal
without running into serious constitutional questions?
As I understand the .:Hyers case, the power to appoint also contains
within 'it necessarily the power to remove. How could the Congress
put any restriction on the power of the President to remove an official
that the President has appointed without running into those constitutional difficulties?
Mr. RICHAHDSON."I,Vell,I would rely essentially on the authority
of the case of Humphrey's Executor, which deals with the appointment
of an FTC Commissioner, for the proposition that there can be qualifications under the power of removal where there is a sufficiently
-strong basis for this. The grounds would be distinguishable, of course,
and in the Humphrey's case, the point 'YaS that a regulatory commission member is exercising quasi-legislative and quasi-judicial as distinzuished from executive Iunctions,
But I would argue by analogy that where a Special Prosecutor is
created in order to exercise independent authority to investigate actions of the executive branch, including those of the President himself,
that it is then appropriate for the Congress to attach some restrictions
to his removal and that this is simply a practical result that the Constitution is flexible enough to accommodate.
In any event, the questions of the constitutionality
of the removal
provision would not affect the constitutionality
of the actions of the
individual. So any doubt on this constitutional issue does not create
the same problems that doubts of the constitutionality
of an appointment by the court would create.
So besides that, if yon put into the statute some restrictions on the
power of removal, and they are not observed, then you would have, if
not a legal issue affecting the tenure of the Special Prosecutor, YOU
would have a vel'Y important public issue by which to judge the- ac-
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include the obvious requirement
that the Special Consultant be a man trusted
both by Cox and the White House. I thought it also inappropriate
to include in
this document the suggestion that Cox set up a special unit to deal with matters
such as the "plumbers",
which are likely to involve security interests. We ca~
discuss that with him separately.
.
I have broached the idea ofa Special Consultant who would deal with both
Cox and the White House to Fred Buzhardt. He expressed interest in the idea
and in the specific name mentioned. He is going to mull the suggestion over and
call me back.
The last paragraph of the document incorporates what I take to be your suggestion. It seems to me quite useful to incorporate it in a paper of this sort.
.
ROBERT H. BORK,

Solicitor General.
The Special Prosecutor's authority covers:
(1) The Watergate break-in;
(2) Offenses arising out of the 19i3 Presidential election for which the Special
Prosecutor deems it necessary and appropriate to assume responsibility;
(3) The "Plumbers' operations," if they constitute the commission oC criminal
offenses. In judging lack of criminality, three criteria will be employed:
(a) The regularity or established nature of the procedures employed;
(b) The absence of physical trespass; and
(c) The plausibility of the belief at the time that national security was
involved.
The listed criteria need not all be present to indicate probable lack of crirnlnality. A strong showing under (c), for example, would diminish or, possibly,
eliminate the importance of (a) and (b).
"Plumbers' operations" refers to the cluster of events, in addition to (1) and (2),
above, that led to the appointment of the Special Prosecutor, including events not
then known but involving the same personnel and not remote in time.
(4) Any matters the Special Prosecutor consents to have assigned to him by the
Attorney General.
The problem of national security may arise in an investigation conducted under
anyone of these heads of authority. Since it is impossible to define cases of legitimate national security concern in advance, the Special Prosecutor may seek the
advice of a special consultant on national security affairs concerning matters under
investigation or about to be presented to a grand jury so that the special consultant
may inform him whether national security interests are involved. The special
consultant will be employed by the Department of Justice.
In the course of his investigations, the Special Prosecutor may discover administrative irregularities or misconduct not amounting to criminal behavior. Though
such matters are not within the scope of his authority, nothing in this memorandum
is intended to suggest that it is the Special Prosecutor's duty to overlook such
irregularities or misconduct. To the contrary, he may refer any such matter to the
appropriate agency of the Department of Justice or include it in any report he
may wish to make either in the course of or at the conclusion of his duties

TAB
AUGUST

D

13, 1973

MEMORANDUM

,..

, '

i

To: J. Fred Buzhardt, Special Counsel to the President.
From: Elliot L. Richardson, Attorney General.
Subject: Milk Case Papers.
J. T. Smith relayed to me on Thursday of last week word that the President
does not wish me to turn over to Cox the papers in the milk case which are now
. the subject of disclosure proceedings in Nader v. Buts, I respectfully disagree
with this conclusion for the following reasous:
1. The papers are in the possession of this Department and have been reviewed
by attorneys in the Civil Division as well as in my immediate office. Cox is an
employee of this Department whose authority derives solely from delegation by
me.l can find no plausible basis for denying him access to papers which are avilable
to other personnel of this Department.
2. Since the papers afford scant support, if any, for N sder's side in the civil
suit, they should help to rebut any allegation of criminal misconduct,

..
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3. Given other situations-e.g.,
the tape:r-in
Interests are at stake, it seems to me undesirable
where cooperation won't hurt.
I would be glad to speak to the President dircctly
quite willing for you to do so on my behalf if that
L:LR,

August 21, 1973-Copy'
,

which much more subslanti;U
to take a hard line in ~ case
on this matter, but I would be
seems preferable,

hand delivered to Buzhardt.

,,\VATEROATE

SPECIAL

U.S.

PROSECUTION
DEPARTMENT

FORCE,
OF JUSTICE,

Washington, D.C., AU{lUst IS, 1973.
L. RICIlARD50N,
U.S. Department of Justice,
Washington, D.C.
Dr:AR ELLIOT: As you know, my Office has been investigating the possible

Hon.

ELLIOT

relationship between the very large contributions
made by the Milk Producers
Association and the Governmental
decision to grant an increase in milk prices
greater than previously planned. The Civil Division of the Department of Justice
has possession of files from the White House which may contain information
pertinent to the question.
I am writing to request access to those files. You and I have spoken of my wish
to see them earlier, but it seems important to put the request in writing,
If the files are not so confidential :1.:; to require denying access to members of
the Civil Division in defending litigation, then they can hardly be so confidential
as to warrant denying access to attorneys in this Office investigating the truth
or falsity of charges of wrongdoing. It was my understanding
when I accepted
my present position that I would be given access to pertinent papers ill the
Executive Branch. \Ve agreed that there might be claims of executive privilege
but those seem hardly applicable at the present moment. At the moment, I am
requesting access only for myself and properly authorized members of my staff.
There is no question, at this point, even of putting the files before a grand jury.
For these reasons, I think we are clearly entitled to see the file, and I hope
thut it may be made uvailable without the incongruity oC having to seek a
subooena.
• Sincerely,
ARCHIBALD

Cox, Special Prosecutor.

TAB E
JULY
HANDLING

OF

10, 1973.

PENOING MATl'ERS

1. Constitutional
issucs-DOJ
(Office of Legal Counsel).
2. Civil Actions-DOJ.
.
Nader v. Butz-Civil Division.
Halperin v. Kissinger--Internal
Security Section.
Ellsberq v. l1f1'lchell-Internal
Security Section.
3. Criminal Matters under Supervision of the Criminal Division.
U.S. v. Briggs-U.S. Attorney, N. District of Florida.
U.S. v. Ayers-U.S.
Attorney, E. District of Michigan.
(Defense allegations that White House and/or CRP personnel wed
illegal methods in obtaining evidence.)
4. Pending Indictments Under Cox Supervision.
U.S. v. Vesco-U.S. Attorney, S. District of New York.
U.S. v. Segretli-U.S. Attorney, Middle District of Florida.
5. Pending Investigations
Under the Direction of the Criminal Division.
William Taub matter
(allegation
that Teamster
President
:FitzSimmons
bribed "White House people" to block Hofla trip to Hanoi).
A. Ernest FitzGerald
matter (obstruction
of justice allegations re dismissal
from civilian Air Force job).
. 6. Criminal Invcstigalions
Under the Direction of Cox.
Watergate break-in.
Ellsberg break-in.
Election law violations (by designation).
DrCarlo commutation
(under immediate
direction
of U.S. Attorney,
District or New Jersey).
LeHigh Valley Dairy Association (political contributions
allegedly in
return for nssistance to Association).
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38.

On August 13, 1973 Cox wrote to Richardson

files relating to the possible relationship
by the Milk Producers Association
increase in milk prices.

to request access to

between large contributions

and the Government's

decision to grant an

On Augus~ 13, 1973 Richardson wro.te to Buzhardt

to express his disagreement with the President's
the milk files over to Cox.

Richardson

decision not to turn

said that he could find no

plausible basis for denying Cox access to papers which were available
other personnel

to

in the Justice Department.

38.1

Letter from Archibald Cox to Elliot Richardson,
August 13, 1973, SJC, 1 Special Prosecutor
Hearings 289.

38.2

Memorandum from Elliot Richardson to J. Fred Buzhardt,
August 13, 1973, SJC, 1 Special Prosecutor Hearings
288-89.
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3. Given other situations-e-e.g.,
the tapes-in
interests arc at stake, it seems to me undesirable
where cooperation won't hurt.
I would be glad to speak to the President clirectly
quite willing for you to do so on my behalf if that
ELR,

August 21, 1973-Copy

hand. delivered

\VATERGATE

SPF.CL\L

U.S.

on this matter, but I would be
seems preferable.
.

to Buzhardt.
PROSECUTIO!'l
DEPARTAlEKT

FORCF:,
OF JUSTICE,

Washington, D.C., Atlgust is, 1973.

L. RICIIARDSON,
U.S. Department of Justice,
Washington, D.C.

Hon.

which much more substantial
to take a hard line in a case

ELLIO'f

DEAR ELLIOT: As you know, my Office has been investigating
the possible
relationship
between the very large contributions
made by the l\lilk Producers
Association and the Governmental
decision to grant an increase in milk prices
greater than previously planned. The Civil Division of the Department
of Justice
has possession of files from the White House which may contain information
pertinent to the question.
I am writing to request access to those files. You and I have spoken of my wish
to see them earlier, but it seems important
to put the request in writing.
If the files are not so confidential as to require denying access to members of
the Civil Division in defending litigation, then they can hardly be so confidential
as to warrant denying access to attorneys
in this Office investigating
the truth
or falsity of charges of wrongdoing.
It was my understanding
wben I accepted
my present position that I would be given access to pertinent
papers ill tbe
Executive Branch. \Ye agreed that there might be claims of executive privilege
but those seem hardly applicable at the present moment. At the moment, I am
requesting
access only for myself and properly authorized members of my staff.
There is no question, at this point, even of putting the files before a grand jury.
For these reasons, I think we arc clearly entitled to see the file, and I hope
that it may be made available without the incongruity
of having to seek a
subpoeI2~'
,
!:::lIlcereiY,
ARCHIDALP Cox, Specie! Prosecutor.

•

TJ.B E
JULY
HANDLING

OF PENDING

10, 1973.

MATTERS

"1. Constitutional
issues-DOJ
(Office of Legal Counsel).
2. Civil Actions-DOJ.
Nader v. Butz-Civil Division.
Halperin v. J(issinge~Intcrnal
Security Section.
Ellsberq v.. Mitchell-Internal
Security Section.
3. Criminal Matters Under Supervision of the Criminnl Division.
U.S. v. Briggs-U.S. Attorney, N. District of Florida.
U.S. v. Ayers-U.S. Attorney, E. District of Michigan.
(Defense allegations
that White House and/or CRP perso~nel
used
illegal methods in obtaining evidence.)
4. Pending Indictments
Under Cox Supervision.
U.S. v. Vesco--U.S. Attorney, S. District of New York.
U.S. v. Segretti- U.S. Attorney, Middle District of Florida.
5. Pending Investigations
Under the Direction of the Criminal Division.
",,'illiam Taub matter
(allegation
that Teamster
President
FitzSimmons
bribed "White House people" to block Hoffu trip to Hanoi).
A. Ernest Fitz Gernld matter (obstruction
of justice allegations
rc dismissal
from civilian Air Force job).
6. Criminal Investigations
Under the Direction of Cox.
Watergate break-in.
Ellsberg break-in.
Election law violations (by designation).
Di Carlo commutation
(under
immediate
direction
of U.S. Attorney,
District of New Jersey).
Lelligh
Valley Dairy Association
(political
contributions
allegedly
in
return for assistance to Association),
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include the obvious roquiromcu t th.it. tIle Special CO!ISt!lULlJt
he a man trusted
both by Cox n n d the White House: T thought. it also inappropriate
to include in
this document the sugzcstion that Cox setup a special unit to deal with matters,
sl!ch as the "J)lll!ll~J~r~", which arc- likely to involve securi ty interests.
\Vc can
discuss that WJ th hun separately.
r have broached the idea of a i'peci::tl Consultant who would deal with both
Cox and the White House to Fred Buzhardt.
He expressed int.erest in the idea
and ill the specific na me mentioned.
Il o is going to mill! the suggestion over and
call me back.
The lust paragraph of the document incorporates
whitt I take to be your 5\!O'gcstion. It seems to me quite uscf ul to incorporate it in a paper of this sort,
ROBERT H. BORK,
Solicitor General.
0

The SPCCi'11 Prosecutor's
authority covers:
break-in;
(2) Offenses arising out of the 1973 Presidential election for which the Special
Prosecutor deems it necessary and appropri ate to assume rcsponsibiliby :
(3) The "Plumbers'
operations,"
ii they constitute thc commission of criminal
offenses. In judging lack of criminality,
three criteria will be employed:
(a) The regularit.y or established nature of the procedures employed;
(b) The absence of physical trespass: and
(c) The plausibility of the belief at the time that national security ,'I'M
involved.
The listed criteria need not all be present to indicate probable lack of criminality. A strong showing under (c), for example, would diminish or, possibly,
eliminate the importance of (a) nnd (b).
"Plumbers'
operations" refers to the cluster of events, in addition to (1) and (2),
above, that led to the appointment
of the Special Prosecutor, including events not
then known but involving the same personnel and not remote in tirne.
(·1) Any matters the Special Prosecutor consents to have assigned to him by the
Attorney General. .
The problem of national security may nrise in nu invcstign tion conducted under
any one of these heads of authority. Since it is impossible to define cases of legitimate nn tion.il security concern in advance, the Special Prosecutor may seek the
advice of a special consultant on national security nflairs concerning matters under
investigation
or about to be presented to a grand jury so thClt. the special consultant
may inform him whether nnt.ion.il security intcrcst s arc involved, The special
consultnnt will be employed by the Deparr mcnt of Justice.
In the course of his investigations,
tile Special Pro.secutor may diseo\'cr adrniuistmlh'c irregubrities
or misconduct not amollnting to criminal hehavior. Though
such matters arC'not \\-ithin the scope of his :luthori ty, nottling in tlJi" memorandum
is intended to sclggest th:\t it is tile Speci'll Prosecutor's
duty to O\'crlook such
irn.·rrub.ities oLrnisconduct.
To.t.hc contrary, he m::!y refer [lny such mflttcr to the
app~opriflte :lg(:IlCY of the Dcpartment
of Ju~tice or include it in any report he
mily wbh to m:lke eithcr in the course of or at the conclusioll of his dnti,':>
(1) The Watergate

TAll D
AUGUST

13, 107;3

MEMonA" DU)!
'0.: J. l<fc.d nuzl1~rdL, Spcci:ll CO\ln~c] to the Pre~ideJ\t..
'rom: I,JllOt L. l:I~:kll'(L(\n,Attoruey Geneml.
Subject: Mjik C:l~C Papers.
J. T. Smith rcbyccl t.o me 011 Thm."thy of last wc('k word th:lt t.he President
clocs not wi~h me if) turn o\'er to Cf):, t he p,,!)('r~ in t.he milk case which :He now
the subject of disclosure proc(:(·dillg . , ill Nader Y. But:. 1 respectfully
di~:\gree
with t!li-; conclu,i(l11 ft)!' the follo\·,iu.c; rca~nll';:
1. The p:lpcrs arc in the pO"sc5~ioll of thi" DqJ:lrtlJlc'nt and have been reviewed
bv atl(Jrnrv~ in the Ci\'il Di\'j"ioll n.,; well :1S in my iIl1!1I(:cti~lte0ffic.c. Cox is nn
cinp]tlvee of thi" Departmcnt
\\'l\O~" authllrity
dcr{n's solely from d('kr:::1tion h,
me. I
filld 110 p!au,;ibl() b:lsis fot' d,.'nying him u('ces~ tn paper:; which
avibble
to ot.her per;:0nncl (jf this Dqmrlmcnl.
2. Sipce the p~r)('r., alrord :;en.nt ~lIPP()rt, if any, for N!\dcr's side in the civil
suit, they 5J\(\\lld help to rebut. allY :t1k~:lI iilll (If erirnill:ll Inbcondllct.

can
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3. Given other situa.tious-vc.g.,
tile tupc.:;-in
Interests arc ilt stake, it seems to me undesirable
where cooperation won't hurt.
I would be glad tu speak to the President directly
quite willing for you to do 50 on my behalf if that

L

ELR,

August 21, 1973-Copy

hand delivered

\VATERGA'l'I~

SPP.CIAL

which much more substantial
to take a hard line in a case
on this matter, but I would be
seems preferable.

to Buzhardt,
PnosF:cuTIOX

FORClo,

U.S. DF;PARTMr:K'l' Of' JU5TIClc
Wasbinqton, D.C., Auqusi l S, 1978.
Hon, ELLIOT L. RICHARDSON,
U.S. Depurtmeni of Justice,
Washing/on, D.C.
Df.AR ELLI01': As you know, my Office lias been investigating
the possible
relationship
between the very large contributions
made by the Milk Producers
Association and the Governmental
decision to grant an increase in milk price"
greater than previously planned. The Civil Division of the Department
of Justice
has possession of files Iroiu the \\,hite House which may contain information
pertinent to the quest.ion.
._
I am writing to request access to those files. You and I have spoken of my wish
to see them earlier, but it seems important
to put the request in writing.
If the files are not so confidential :1;; to require denying access to morn bers of
the Civil Division in defending Iitigution, then they e-m hardly be 50 confidential
as to warrant denying access to attorneys
in this Office investigating
the truth
or Ialsity of charges of wrongdoing,
It was my understanding
when I accepted
my present position that I would be given access to pertinent
papers in the
Executive Brunch. \Ve agreed that there wight be claim" of executive privilege
but those sceui hardly applicable at the present moment .. At the moment, I am
requesting access only for myself and properly authorized members of my starr.
There is no question, at this point, even of putting the files before a grand jury.
For these reasons, I think we arc clearly entitled
to sec the file, and I hope
that it may be made available without the incongruity
of having to seek a
subpoena.
Sincerely,
AncHIIIALD Cox, Special Prosecutor.

TAlI E
HANDJ.lNG

OF PENOIXG

MAT'l't;RS

1. Const.it.utionnl Issues-c-DOf (Office of Legal Counsel).
2. ci-u Actil);)s-DO.J.
Nailer v. Butz-Civil Division.
Halperin L lo'ssillgcl'-Intcrn~!
Security Section.
Ellsuerg r, Jf{/chcl/-Illtcrnal
Security Section.
3. Criminal Matters under Supervision of the Criminal Division.
U.S. r. JJri(lgs-U.S. At torncyv N. District of Floridn.
U.S. r. Ayers-U.S.
At torucy, E. District of Michigan.
(Defense allcgntions
that Whi~e Housc ~\l\d/ol' CHI' per80nnel llsed
illegal methods in obtaining cyidcuee.)
4. Pending
Indictments
Ullder Cox Sllpcn·i.~ioll.
U.S. !I. 1<'cseo--U.S. At.tOl1Ley, S. Di~tricr. of New York.
U.S. I'. Scurclti-U.S. At.torney, ;\-1icidlQ Di~trict of Floridn..
5. Pending InvcsLig:ltioll;; Under the Dirvctioll of the Crimin!ll Divbion.
Willi:l m T:ltlb 111:1 Her (nUega tion thn t TC:!llnstcr l're~iclelL t Fit.zSimmons
bribed "\\-hite House people" to bind: Hoffa trip to Hanoi).
A. Ernest FitzGcrnlcl miltter (obstruction
of justice allegntions TC dismissal
from civilian Air 1-\)I'ec job).
(i. Crimin:l! In\·'·:3ti:;~\tions Vnder the Dircetion of Cox.
\VHtcrg:lte IJfeak-in.
Ellsberg hre:lk-in.
ElectirJn law viohtions (by d('~ign:l!i()n).
DiCarlo
eOllllllutation
(under
inulledinte
direction
of u.S. At.torney,
District of New Jersey).
LellilTh Valley Dairy A.ssoei:ltinn (political
contributions
allegedly
in
ret~rn for assistancc to Assol'iatilHl).
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On August 14, 1973 W. Richard

Howard was directed by the Grand
~

Jury to produce the original carbon copy of a March 30, 197) memorandum
he wrote to Bruce Kehr1i concerning
wrote to Buzhardt requesting
Special Prosecutor.
documents

E. Howard Hunt.

On August 27 Cox

that the document be supplied to the

On September

5 B~zhardt provided

and informed Cox that the authority

the requested

to control documents

the physical custody of White House employees was exclusively
for Presidential

in

a matter

decision.

39.1

Letter from Archibald Cox to Fred Buzhardt,
August 27, 1973 (received from Watergate Special
Prosecution Force).

39.2

Letter from J. Fred Buzhardt to Archibald Cox,
September 5, 1973 (received from White House).
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39.1

Archibald Cox letter

RB--V: aw

August

27, 1973

;

•

.-

J. Fred Buzhardt, Esq.
Counsel to the President
The \'lhi te House
~lashington, D. C.
Re:

Nemorandum from H. Richard
Howard to Bruce Kehrli 3/30/72

Dear ?1r. Buzhardt:

r:

During the course of W. Richard Howard's appearnee before the grand jury on August 14, 1973, he was
directed by the grand jury foreman to produce the original
carbon copy of a Harch 30, 1973 memorandum which he wrote
Bruce Kehrli concerning E. Howard Hunt.
I a.m informed
at !1r. Howard's attorney, John Jude 0 I Donnell, has been
advised by you that you are prepared to furnish this document to tihe grand jury on receipt of a letter from this
Office confi~~ng
that the grand jury did in fact make
such a request of z,rr. HOI.,ard. As you \"ill recall, the
ribbon original of tills document; wa s furnished to the
grand jury by you on July 19, 1973.
Please

advise

us if you desire

any further

informa-

tion.
Very truly yours,

Archibald Cox
Special Prosecutor

[11061]
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Even tho held by an individual,
still in control of Pres.
Includes all paper in Presidential
Papers.

Milk file - why denied?
was in poss Justice Dept.
Cox get them? Finally turned
over to Spec Prosecutor.
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39.2

J. Fred Buzhardt letter

Dear NIr. Cox:
This is 1..1'1 response to your le~ter of August 27 'requesting the' copy
of a \V. Richard Howard mernorandwn of 1vIarch 3.0, 1972,to Bruce
Kehrli and of August 29 requesting the pass approval form for'
E. Howard Hunt.
•
As I mentioned to you in a recent telephone corrve r s at ion , .the fact
that a particular
document is in the ,physical custody of a-cu r r e nr
cvuploxee.., of the J:Yhitel::I.9.~?es!Qeqs_I).o
Iter the f
hat s ch
~£J:t....rnentsare ....J'fesia.:ntial
Papers,
of which the authority to
control is exclusively a mat er zor Presi2.er..tial decision.
Ac c or d-,
irig.ly, requests for such documents, whe th er originating with the
office of the Special Prosecutor
or the Gr arid Jury, should be
, _..._.
addressed
to m~ in order that the r e que s t r::-2Y be considered by
the President.

.

;

Both docurnents

you requested

!

are enclosed.

•

Sincerely.

l'
{".
l
11

.. -;;;_t....:::.1

..

it

-O'-''i\

.._~y

«

>

" • IJ
. Fred B u.znardt
',.
Spe ci a I Counsel to the President

'-4

Honorable Ar ch iba Id Cox
Special Prosecutor
Watergate Special Prosecution
1425-K Street,
N. W.
W2..shington. D. C. 20005

Force
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On August 15, 1973 the President

40.

President

the nation.

The

reaffirmed his statement made on May 22, 1973 that he had no

prior knowledge

of the Watergate

break-in

in nor knew about any of the subsequent
dent also·stated
principle

addressed

and that he neither

cover-up activities.

of Presidential

not turn over the tapes of his conversations
or to the Senate Select Committee.
come to turn Watergate

40.1

The Presi-

that he would continue to oppose efforts to destroy the

of confidentiality

or innocence

took part

conversations

and would

to the Special Prosecutor

The President

said that the time had

over to the courts, where the question of guilt

belonged.

President Nixon address, August 15, 1973,
9 Presidential Documents 985, 987-88, 991.
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teen hundred. seven ty-three, and of the Independence of
the U nitcd States of America the one hundred and ninetyeighth.
RICHARD

[Filed

with

the

Office

Termination

uf the Federal
August 15, 1973)

Register,

NIXON

3: 23

p.m.,

of U.S. Combat

Activity in Cambodia
Statement by the Deputy White House Press Secretary.
August 15, 1973
As you know, the combat air operatio~s by th~ United
States aircraft have ceased in Cambodia, and III order
clearly to explain our position, .the Pres~dent's positi?Il,.
concerning this action and to avoid any misunderstanding
by others, I would like to make the following points:
. -As the President indicated in his letter to Congressional leaders on August 3, this Administration is terminatinz combat activity in Cambodia in compliance with
a spe~ific, direct, and binding instruction from the Congress. The President continu~ to. hol~ grav.e reserv~tions about the wisdom of this legIslatIve action. He 15
concerned that by its action the Congress has eliminated
an important incentive for a negotiated settlement in
Cambodia, has weakened the security of Cambodia's
neighbors in Southeast Asia, and has eroded the structure of peace in Indochina laid down in the agreements
of January 27. Most importantly, this Congr.e:sional act
undermines the prospects of world peace by raising doubts
in the minds of both friends and adversaries concerning
the resolve and capacity of the United States to stand by
international agreements when they are violated by other
parties.
-While noti ng the dangers of this legislative action,
the President most reluctantly accepted the August 15
cutoff date as a necessary compromise to avoid a major
disruption in United States Government operations and
to allow the Khmer Republic more time to adjust to the

THE
~he

VvATERGATE

President's Address to the Nation.

RICHARD

NIXON,

1973

new situation. You will recall that at the time the law
was enacted, the President faced the alternative of accepting a june 30 cutoff date or halting all governmelltal
operations through a veto of the appropriations hill to
which this legislation was attached. To have terminated
immediately all combat support for the Khmer Republic
in the face of a massive enemy attack would have been
an irresponsible act depriving the Cambodian Government of the essential time to prepare for the future. In
the light of these extreme alternatives, the only viable
course was to reluctantly accept the date of t'\ugust 15.
-During the 6 weeks which have ensued, our combat
air support coupled with Cambodian efforts to improve
and strengthen their forces have left the Khmer Republic
in better shape to defend itself. We hope that the government will be able to defend itself and to hold its own
against the insurgents and their North Vietnamese
sponsors.
-In the meantime, the United States will stand firmly
with the Khmer Republic in facing the current challenge
and will continue to provide the maximum amount of
economic and military assistance permitted by present
legal constraints.
-We
continue strongly to support a cease-fire
through negotiations among the Khmer parties. An end
to the fighting and respect for Cambodia's sovereignty
and neutrality are our principal goals there. Despite the
efforts of many interested parties and the good will of
the Khmer Republic, the Communist side remains intransigently opposed to any compromise.
.
-I should also recall the President's warning in his
August 3 letter that the leaders of North Vietnam would
be making a very dangerous error if they mistook the
cessation of United States combat activity in Cambodia
for an invitation to pursue a policy of aggression in Southeast Asia. It should be clearly understood in Hanoi that
the President will work with Congress in order to take
appropriate action if North Vietnam mounts an offensive
which jeopardizes stability in Indochina and threatens
to overturn the settlements reached after so much sacrifice by so many for so long.
"OTE: Deputy Press Secretary Gerald L. \Varr'cn made the statement at his news conference at the White House on Wednesday,
August 15, 1973. It was not issued in the form of a White House

press release.

INVESTIGATION
August 1~., 1973

Good euentng:
Now that most of the major witnesses in the Watergate phase of the
Senate Committee hearings on campaign practices have been heard, the
time has come for me to speak out about the charges made and to provide a perspective on the issue for the American people.
For over 4· months, \Vatt'rgate has dominated the 11<'\\'S media. Durillg the past 3 months, the three major networks have elevated an average
Volume 9-Number
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of over 22 hours of television time each week to this subject. The Senate
committee has heard over 2 million words of testimony.
This investigation began as an effort to discover the facts about the
break-in and bugging of the Democratic National Headquarters and
other campaign abuses.
But as the weeks have gone by, it has become clear that both the
hearings themselves and some of the commentaries on them have become
increasingly absorbed in an effort to implicate the President personally
in the illegal activities that took place.
.
Because the abuses occurred during my Administration, and in the
campaign for my re-election, I accept full responsibility for them. I regret
that these events took place, and I do not question the right of a Senate
committee to investigate charges made against the President to the extent
that this is rei evant to legislative duties.
However, it is my Constitutional responsibility to defend the integrity
of this great office against false charges. I also believe that it is important
to address the overriding question of what we as a nation can learn from
this experience and what we should now do. I intend to discuss both of
these subjects tonight.
The record of the Senate hearings is lengthy. The facts are complicated, the evidence conflicting. It would not be right for me to try to sort
out the evidence, to rebut specific witnesses, or to pronounce my own judgments about their credibility. That is for the committee and for the courts.
I shall not attempt to deal tonight with the various charges in detail.
Rather, I shall attempt to put the events in perspective from the standpoint of the Presidency.
On May 22, before the major witnesses had testified, I issued a detailed statement addressing the charges that had been made against the
President.
I have today issued another written statement, which addresses the
charges that have been made since then as they relate to my o\vn conduct,
and which describes the efforts that I made to discover the facts about the
matter.
On 11ay 22, I stated in very specific terms-and I state again to every
one of you listening tonight these Iacts+-I had no prior knowledge of the
Watergate break-in; I neither took part in nor knew aboutany of the
subsequent coverup activities; I neither authorized nor encouraged subordinates to engage in illegal or improper campaign tactics.
That was and that is the simple truth.
.
In all of the millions of words of testimony, there is not the slightest
suggestion that I had any knowledge of the planning for the Watergate
break-in. As for the coverup, my statement has been challenged by only
one of the 35 witnesses who appeared-a
witness who offered no evidence
beyond his 0\\tI1 impressions, and whose testimony has been contradicted
by every other witness in a position to know the facts.
Tonight, let me explain to you what I did about Watergate after the
break-in occurred, so that you can better understand the fact that I also
had no knowledge of the so-called coverup.
From the time when the break-in occurred, I pressed repeatedly to
know the facts, and particularly whether there was any invol ..:ement of
anyone in the White House. I considered two things essential:

C
l
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the responsibility for the investigation in the case should be given to the
Criminal Division of the Justice Department.
.
I turned over all the information I had to the head of that department, Assistant Attorney General Henry Petersen, a career government
employee with an impeccable nonpartisan record, and I instructed him
to pursue the matter thoroughly. I ordered all members of the Administration to testify fully before the grand jury.
And with my concurrence, on 'May 18 Attorney General Richardson
appointed a Special Prosecutor to handle the matter, and the case is now
before the grand jury ~ ,
Far from trying to hide the facts, my effort throughout has been to
.discover the facts-and
to lay those facts before the appropriate law
enforcement authorities so that justice could be done and the guilty dealt
with.
I relied on the best law enforcement agencies in the country to find
and report the truth. I believed they had done so-just as they believed
they had done so.
Many have urged that in order to help prove the truth of what I
I have said, I should tum over to the Special Prosecutor and the Senate
I Committee recordings of conversations that I held in my office or on
~
telephone.
However, a much more important principle is involved in this question-than what the tapes might prove about Watergate.
Each day a President of the United States is required to make difficult decisions on grave issues. It is absolutely necessary, if the President is
to be able to do his job as the country expects, that he be able to talk openly
and candidly with his advisers about issues and individuals. This kind of
frank discussion is only possible when those who take part in it know that
what they say is in strictest confidence.
The Presidency is not the only office that requires confidentiality. A
Member of Congress must be able to talk in confidence with his assistants;
judges must be able to confer in confidence with their law clerks and with
each other. For very good reasons, no branch of Government has ever
compelled disclosure of confidential conversations between officers of other
branches of Government and their advisers about Government business.
This need for confidence is not confined to Government officials. The
law has long recognized that there are kinds of conversations that are entitled to be kept confidential, even at the cost of doing without critical
evidence in a legal proceeding. This rule applies, for example, to conversations between a lawyer and a client, between a priest and a penitent, and
between a husband and wife. In each case it is thought so important that
the parties be able to talk freely to each other that for hundreds of years
the law has said these conversations are "privileged" and that their disclosure cannot be compelled in a court.
I
It is even more important that the confidentiality of conversations
Ibetween a President and his advisers be protected. This is no mere luxury
. to be dispensed with whenever a particular issue raises sufficient uproar.
It is absolutely essential to the conduct of the Presidency, in this and in all
future Administrations.
If I were to make public these tapes, containing as they do blunt and
candid remarks on many different subjects, the confidentiality of the
Office of the President would always be suspect from now on. It would

r--

I
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make no difference whether it 'was to serve the interests of a court, of a
Senate committee, or the Pr(':;icIcnt himsr:lf--the
same damage would be
done to the principle, and that damage would be irreparable,
Persons talking with the President would never ::Jgain be sure that
recordings or notes of what they said would not suddenly be made public,
No one would want to advance tentative ideas that might later seem
unsound, No diplomat would want to speak candidly in those sensitive
negotiations which could bring peace or avoid war. 1\0 Senator or Congressman would want to talk frankly about the Congressional horse-trading that might get a vital bill passed, "E\o one would want to speak bluntly
about public figures here and abroad,
That is why I shall continue to oppose efforts which would set a
precedent that would cripple all future Prcsidents by inhibiting conversations between them and those they look to for advice,
This principle of confidentiality
of Presidential
conversations
is at
stake in the question of these tapes, I must and I shall oppose any efforts
to destroy this prinr.iple, which is so vital to the conduct of this great office,
Turning now to the basic issues which have been raised by Watergate, I recognize that merely answering the charges that have been made
against the President is not enough, The word "Watergate"
has come
to represent a much broader set of concerns,
To most of us, "\Vatergate"
has, come to mean not just a burglary
and bugging of party headq uarters, but a whole series of acts that either
represent or appear to represent an abuse of trust, It has come to stand
for excessive partisanship,
for "enemy lists," for efforts to use the great
institutions of Government for partisan political purposes,
For many Americans, the term "\Vatergate"
also has come to include
a number of national security matters that have been brought into the
investigation,
such as those involved in my efforts to stop massive leaks
of vita-l diplomatic
and military secrets, and to counter the wave of
bombings and burnings and other violent assaults of just a few years ago.
Let me speak first of the political abuses,
I know from long experience that a political campaign
is always
a hard and a tough contest. A candidate for high office has an obligation
to his party, to his supporters. and to the cause he represents, He must
always put forth his best efforts to win, But he also has an obligation to
, the country to conduct that contest within the law and within the limits

(

of decency,
No political campaign ever justifies obstructing justice, or harassing
individuals,
or compromising
those grf'at agencies of GO\-ernment that
should and must be above politics, To the extent that these things \....ere
done in the 1972 campaign, they were serious abuses, and I deplore them,
Practices of that kind do not represent what I believe Go\'crnment
should be, or what I believe politics should be, In J. free society, the institutions of go\'ernment
belong to the pt'nple. They must never be used
against the people,
'
And in the future, my Administration
wil! be more yigibnt in ensuring that such abuses do not uke place, and th.it officials at en'r)' In'e1
understand that rhcv arc not II_) take place,
And I reject ~hc cynical \in\' that politics is incvitablv or even
nsuallv ::t dirtv bu~illCSS, Let us not allow whnt a fe\\' t)\'('rZl'J,\(lll~ people
did ill\\'atcn;:He
to t ar i hc 1'l~j)llr~\tinn (If the millions of ekclic\led AmcriVolume 9-Numb"'
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The time has come to (urn \Vatcq:~atc over to the courts,

991

whr-rt:

the

cstions of gllilt or inn. .ccncc bt:!ong, The tirnr: has COIne fiJr the rest of us
gel on with the lIrgt:nt'bLisillCS,~ of our Nation.
Last November, t he American people were giv(~n the clearest choice
L

'

/

of this century. Your votes were a mandate, which I accepted, to complete
the initiatives \VC began in my first term and to fulfill (he promises I made
for my second term.
This Administration
was elected to control inflation-e-tc reduce the
power and size of Governrnent-tp
cut the cost of Government so that you
can cut the cost of living-to
prCSCT\'e and defend those fundamental
values that have made America grcat--to
keep the Nation's military
strength second to I10I1C---to achieve peace with honor in Southeast Asia,
and to bring home our prisoners of war-e-to build a new prosperity, without inflation and without war-s-to create a structure of peace in the world
that would endure long after we arc gone,
These are great goals, they arc: worthy of a great people, and I would
not be true to your trust if I let myself be turned aside from achieving those
goals.
If you "hare my belief in these goals-if you want the mandate you
gave this Administrationto
be carried out-then
I ask for your help to
ensure that those who would exploit "'~ltcrgatc in order to keep us from
doing what we were elected to do willnot succeed.
I ask tonizht for your understanding,
so that as a Nation we can learn
the lesson.' of \Yatergatc and gaiil from that experience.
I ask for your help in reaffirming our dedication to the principles of
decency, 11·:'1101'. and respect for the institutions that have sustained our
progrc.'s thr;)ugh these past two centuries,
And I ask for your support in getting on once again with meeting
your problems, improving your life, ou'ilcling 1'0111'future.
\\-i~h::O'..if help, with God's help, \VC will achieve those great goals
for America.
Thank you and good evening.
:--;OTE:
The ?:c's:dcnt spoke at 9 p,m, in hi, Oval Office at the White House, His
address '-,:,oi broadrast live on radio and television.

Stat emeu:

b), tlie Presulent,

August

15, 1973

On Xlav 17 the Senate Select Committee began its
hearings
\",ttergate,
Fi\'C days later, on~Jay
22, I
issued a detailed statement
discussing my relationship
to the mailer. I stated cttegorically
that I had no prior
knO\dedge
of the Waterg:ttc oJler"tion and that I neither
knew r,f !lor to(Jk P;\rt in any ~llbscCJIlt:nt cO'orts to cover
it up, J abo ~t"ted th;lt I \,ollld nol im'oke executive
p!i\ik,~c <IS tn tl'still1ol1Y 1,y pre~t:nt and fOl'mt:r menlh'r~ of Illy "'hite
Huu"c Stan \\ith respect to possible
Irilllill,t1 ;trh then 1IlidiT in\'l'~tig,\li()n,
Tlii!!,"-fi\l.: \\itnl'~~cs kt\'e ll:~tifil:d so far. The record
is more 'thail 7 ,:iOO p;l,~es ;llld SlllllC 2 Illilli(){t words IOllg.
The allegatiolls
:tn: lIlan},) Ib' Lid..:tn~ COlllpliC:lted, ;llld

0;1

VOIUlll~

the evidence is not only extensive hut very much ill conflict. It would be neither fair nor appropriate
for me
to assess the evidence or comment on specific witnesses
or their credibility. That is the function of the Senate
Committee
and the courts, What I intend to do here is
to cover the principal issues relating to Il\V own W1\t!IlCt
which have hccn raised since Illy statcment of :\ ray 22,
and theiThy to plare the testill10ny on those iS~llC''' in perspective.
I ~aid on ?-.Lty 22 that I h:lllno
prior knO\\'kd~~' of
the '''atng.ltc
opcr;ltillll,
In all the ll'qillHmy. thac is
not the ~lightc,t n'icklH'c
tll tIlt, cOllt (';lry, l\'ot a ~il\~lc
witness It;l'; k~lifll'd tlut I 11:1(1any knowledge (If the
pl.ll1l1illg for tIll' "';ttng;ltt' hn·;lk·ill.
It i~:11",0trill', ;IS 1 ~;ticl llll l\{ay 22, that I tOl.lk Ill> p;lrt
ill, and \\,l.' II(It ,1\V.lre of, :-lily SIlI.l-'I'f!ul'nt
drill'[_.;
to
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At an August 22, 1973 press conference

to an inquiry concerning his recollection

the President

responded

of what he had told John Dean

on March 21, 1973 on the subject of raising funds for the Watergate
defendants.

The President stated that Haldeman had testified as to that

matter before the

41.1

sse

and that Haldeman's

statement was accurate.

President Nixon news conference, August 22, 1973,
9 Presidential Documents 1022.
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~ 0 nominate
Harry}. Hogan To Be Associate Director lor
~ /olicy and Program DeL'cio/mum!.
AIIII010!(:Clllnrt

0

21,1973

The President today announced his intention to nomi ..
nate IbIT}' J. Hogan, of Bethesda, Md., to be Associate
Director of ACTIO~
for Policy and Program Development. He will succeed Charles W. Ervin, who resigned effective September 4, 1973.
Since .1972, Mr. Hogan' has been director
ment

relations

for Catholic

University,

D.C. From 1971 to 1972, he was engaged
practice

of law, served as a consultant

of govern-

in Washington,
in the private

on educational

and

environmental matters, and was professor of law at Delaware Law School, in Wilmington,
Del. From 1969 to
1971, he was counsel of the House Special Subcommittee
on Education.

ruxo»,

1?7.1

:'vb..y 2, 191'1 ) in 0:t;w:lrk , -""
"\~•.1'r ..''r r.
~Iagn<t c.urn laude irom I'rincctf)n
University,
received
his LL.B. from C(,lumhia
Law
Schr~()I,ancl received his rho D. in American Histor v fro
(',tor.se 'V.<1S himgton U··
' C .s.
rn
ruverxrty. He served in the:
Na\'Y during 'Vorld
\Var II, attaining
the rank of
commander,
From 19·47 to 1952, M r. H()~an was 011 the legal S{;lIT
of the Tennessee Valle}' Authority,
the Bureau of L.t.nd
jVLt!1d.gcment, and the Bureau of I ndia n Affairs. From
. 1952 to 1961, he was engaged in the private practice of
law in The Dalles, Oreg., where he 'vas twice elected Dis.trict Attorney (1956 ancll960).
From 1961 to 1%8, :\fr.
Hogan served as general counsel of the Bonneville Power
Administration,
in Portland, Oreg.; as Associate Solicitor
for Water and Power of the Department
of the Interior
and as Legislative
Counsel of the Department of the
Interior.
~fr. Hogan is married and has three daughters. The
Hogans reside in Bethesda, Md.
I f.:

'·I'lU.'1
1.\

: \r ........ J

Augll5!

ill':<-1;"W

W:L~

hom

(':1

~V(lS grad~aled

xor s : The announcement was released in San Clemente, Calif.

r;HE

PRESIDENT'S NE\VS CONFERENCE OF
AUGUST 22; 1973

L

(

Held at the Western White House
SECRETARY OF STATE

"

PRESIDENT. Ladies and gentlemen, I have an announcement before
going to your questions.
It is v.-ith the deep sense of not only official regret, but personal
regret, that I announce
the resignation of Secretary of State William
Rogers, effective September 3. A letter, which will be released to the
press after this conference,
will indicate my appraisal
of his. work as
Secretary
of State.'
.
I will simply say at this time that he wanted to leave at the conclusion of the first 4 years. He agreed to stay on because we had some
enormously
important
problems coming- up, including the negotiations
which resulted in the end of the war in Vietnam, the Soviet summit, the
European Security Conference, as well as in other areas-Latin
America
and in Asia-where
the Secretary of Stat':', as you know, has been quite
busy over these past 8 months.
As he returns to private life, we wil! not only miss him, in terms of
his official service, but I shall p.irticulurlv miss hill! because of his h~l\'ing
becn, through thc year'i, a vcr)' close Iw!":,onal frielld and aovi::;\.'r.
That personal fricndship ;llld a(kicl~, hO\\T\'Cr, I hope still to ha\"t~
the benefi t of, and I kllow t hat I \\·i II.
THE

t

Ft.r an l":-;t:h:lllge_of Idtns

hetwf~en the "::'<!r!t"nt and Sruetal)'

of State

RO:;"rs,

s("e pa~:t" 11)2') of this issue.
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h"t\"" n·.t h.«l "i:I{'(: 1~'~-)5·'(~lat is, pr(i~pf"t'ity without war
and \\i:hullt
inIL:tio[l---bc'cause throughout
the Kco'lnnly
years and throllgholll the Johnson years whatever prosperity we had was at the cost of either inflation or war or
- th. I don't say that critically of them, I am simply say•
we have cot to do better than that.
'v
0
Now our ovoal is to move forward then, to move forward to build it structure of peace. And when you say,
do I consider resigning, the answer is no, I shall not resign.
I have 3 Yz years to go or almost 3
years, and I am going
to use every day of those 3
years trying to get the people
of the United States to recognize that whatever mistakes
we have made that in the long run this Administration
by
making this world safer for their children and this Administration by making their lives better at home for themselves and their children deserves high marks rather than
low marks. Now whether I succeed or not, we can judge

Y2

Y2

Q. ~Ir. President.
'THE PRESIDE:--'-T.We always have to have Mr. Deakin
for one.
Q. As long as we are on the subject of the American
tradition and following up Mr. Rather's question, what
was authorized, even if the burglary of Dr. Fielding's office
was not, what was authorized was the 1970 plan which
by your own description permitted illegal acts, illegal
breaking and entering, mail surveillance and the like.
Now under the Constitution you swore an oath to execute the bws of the United States faithfully. If you were
r,ina in ConGress
would you
not be considering im~;:,
.::t'
J
r<..achment proceedings and discussing impeachment
possibility against an elected pu!)lic official who hac! violated

"
j

So I ,,:ill g'; tn ililOther question.
~fr. Prl"~idCllt, do YOil still :onsider Halclem~m and
hrlichrn;!!1 t\~·o of the fine,t publiC servants you have ever
0

Q.

NIXON.

1?7J

Ti~'o P;n~sf!);'o:--'-T. I cTtai:d); (!". I !cJ.ik Il~'m fJI.:i>I:C
';cnO;li,', a, 1nr:1I who h.rve o:;ot to lie judgecl hy tne-ir',:nrire
record, not by simply parts 0f it. ::\lr. Ehrlichrnall
and Xl r.
Haldeman, for 4Yl years. have served with gr~;lt tJ::iticction, with great dedication,
and like everybody in this
deplorable \ \' atergate business, at great personal ~:tuifi(e
and with no personal gain _
We admit the scandalous conduct. Thank God there
has been no personal gain involved. That would be goin«
much too far, I suppo'ie.
. But the point that I make with regard to ::\1r. H;tldeman and Mr. Ehrlichrnan
is that I think, too, that as all
the facts come out, that-and
when thev have an Opoortunity to have their case heard in court ~nd not simpiy to
be tried before a committee,
and tried in the press, and
tried in television-they
will he exonerated.
Mr. Horner.
Q. ::\1r. President, could you tell us your recollection of
what you told John Dean on March 21 on the subject of
raising funds for the \V atergate defendants?
THL: PRESIDE~T_ Certainly. Mr. Haldeman
h:15 testioficd to that, and his statement is accurate. Basically, what
Mr. Dean was concerned about on March 21 was not so
much the raising of money for the defendants, but the raising of money for the defendants [or the purpose of .keeping
them ~till-in other words, so-called hush money. The one
would be legal-in
other words, raising a defense fund for
anv group, any individual, as vou know, is oerfectlv leO'a!
and
i:> done all the time. Bl;t if you rai~e' funds for ilie
purpc~e of keeping an individual from talking, that is obstrunion of justice.
o ;'1;-. Dean said also on March 21 that there was an
attempt, as he put it, to blackmail the White House, to
black.-nail the White House by one of the defendantso IncideIH:tliy, that defendant has denied it, but at least tIlls
\,'as "ohat ),1r. Dean had claimed, and that unless certain
amoc;:!ts of money were paid, I think it was $120,000 for
attome)":; fees and other support, that this particular
defendJ.nt would make a statement,
not with regard to
'\' ate-rgate, but with regard to some national security matters in which l\'Ir. Ehrlichm,an
had particular
responsibility.
~Iy reaction, very briefly, was this: I said, as you look
at thi<, I said, "Isn't it quite obviolls, first, that if it is going
to h.:\Oe any chance to sllcceed, that these individuals
aren't going to sit there in jail for 4 years? They are going
to h;i"e clemency; isn't that correct?"
He- ::aid, "Yes." I said, "lVe can't give clemency." He
agreed. Th~n, I went to another point. I said, "The second
poil~t is th:lt isn't it abo quite o~viotl$,as far as this is concC[llt'd, th~t while we could raise the 1lI0ney"-and
he
indi(:l~ed in amwer to my qllC5tiol1, it ,vollid prob:1bly take
a mini,'l1 d:)lbrs (wcr·1 year:; to take carc~ of this defendant,
and Nhl'rs. Oil thi~ kind of basis--the
probkm was, how
do ~l'\1 get the money to Ihfl11, anel al~o, how do yon get
ar0l;nd the problem of clemency, because they are not
0

then.

his oath of office?
.
THE PRES!;)EST. I \vould if I had \-lolated the oath of
office. i would also: howeyer, rder you to the recent decision of the S'..:Dreme Court or at lC2St an opinion that
even last year ~~hich indica,es inherent power in the
Presidency to Fc,tect L"e nat:or:al security in cases Eke
this. I sbuld also ?o)im out to you that in the 3 Kennedy
years and the 3 J()~r:50r: years throllgh 1966, .when burglarizing of this t~°pt~dlCl take place, when It was authorized on a ,'ery Luge scale, there was no talk of
impeachment
and it ..~oasquite well known.
I shall also point out that when you ladies and gentlemen indicate your great interest in wiretaps, and I understand that, that the height of the wiretaps was when
Robert .Kennedy was Attorney General in 1963. I don't
criticize it, howe\Oer. He hJ.d O\oer 250 in 1963, and of
COllfse the average in the Eisenhower :\dmini5tration
and
the Nixon .\dmi~li~tration is abo~lt 110. Eut if he had had
ten more ;:Ind as a result of wiretaps had been ahle to
cliscovrr the Oswilld pbn, it would h:1ve been wurth it.

RICH:',O
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42.

On August 22, 1973 Special Counsel Wright told Judge Sirica

that the President had told Wright that on one of the subpoenaed
there was national security material
President

tapes

so highly sensitive that the

did not feel free even to hint to Wright its nature.

42.1

Charles Alan Wright statement, August 22, 1973,
In re Grand Jury, Misc. 47-73, 56.
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Wednesday, August 22, 1973.
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55

I

I

I

I

Ha~ch

I
1
I

(11:55

a. m.)

AFTER

RECESS

I

f

I
ARGUt-1Et-JT

(

t1R. l'laIGHT:

HI

REDU'Ilfl'l\~

r1r.

BY cOU!)Sr;L

FOR

I
I

RESPO~IDET.l'S

Chief Judge, I should like to begin

a brief response with the final question you put to the
Special Prosecutor.
You asked him as;I recall whether this decision
about executive privilege is not one wholly for the President.
He, of courser contends it is not.

He contend that it is,

and we believe that what may have been lost sight of in the
very powe r f uL argument of my friend is that wha t

T,VC

about here is the President of the United States.

(.

are talking
We are not

talking f~n~iblY abou~ legiSl~tors: jU~gc•• a~d cabinet Officerr-'
We are ta~klng about that off1cer 1n wnorn Art1cle II says

.

executive power is vested.

I
I

I plan to make three points 2ffirmably in regard to

I
,

that, and in response to the Special Prosecutor, but I would

I

like to preface those by noting one thing that the Special

i

I

Prosecutor did not say, and I found the ~~ission of considerable interest.
And, that is that he did not ~cpeat the suggestion he
had made in his brief that it wou Ld be possible to excise fro:n
these tapes irrelevant material or national security material.
I dealt with that in my initial submission,

and I think

the Alderman case indicates that h0 can't.
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I

!
II

li-2

It is well

known

I'

have never

I

in order

to be retained

regarded

as a position

I

I!r
'il!
I;

I

any

heard

Even so,

to the Press,

of these

tapes:

Presumably,

for that position,
of a sensitive

that
the

b~cause

I

I

preSide'nJ

it 1S

nature.

and I unavoidably

breach

the

confidentiaEty

_

of Presidential

conversations

to say even

has told me that in one of the tapes

the present

(.

at least,

subpoenafucre

is national

this,

the President

that is the subject
security

materi21

II highly sensi ti ve that he does not feel free even

l~le
:1

I .
i
! made
were

what

the

This

nature

of

is the kind

it

ordered

so

to hi n t

is.

of material

at least on demand

public

of

that will necessar{ly

6f defendants

if these

be

tapes

produced.

I think

that thatis

a'point

that we should

hold

in

I,.

mind.
rrIrF. COUR7:
do you think

On that point,

the Presid~nt's

let me aSk. you this.

feeling

would

"hat

be 1f the Court

i

feels
I

that there
at which

should be an inspection

time tho Court

would

have

.i

in camera

of

the right

to h:J.veexcised

t.h e s e tapes

!

I

I

or-

taken

cut oi those

tapes,

from the tapes,

anything

of a

i
I

i
scnc i t i.vc n a t ur o , or "nit/lin? t.hs t, rof'crrcd to nLltional seclD:itt..
?
I
I
I

I

I
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